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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

DEPARTMENT OF THEINTERTOR,

BUREAU OF EDUCATION,
W ashington, D. C June es, Irv.

Sat: There is no part of the education given in the schools of a
democracy like ours that is of more importance to society and State
than that which has to do with social and civic relations. From the
very nature of such education and the use to be made of it, it must in-
dude both instruction and practice, and a very large part of these must
be in the field of the daily life of the children. By applying.intelli-
gently in their daily lives the principles of civic life, children will,
when grown to manhood and womanhood, be better able to apply
these principles in the larger and more complex relations of adult life
and citizenship. As a guide to teachers in givirw instruction in
this subject and directing the practice of children therein in the
first six grades of elementary schools, I have asked Miss Hannah
Margaret Harris, of the State Normal School at Hyannis, Mass., and
a member of the staff of national headquarters of the Junior Red
Cross, to 000perate with Mr. Arthur W. Dunn, specialist in civic
education in this bureau, in preparing this manuscript, which I am
submitting herewith for publication as a bulletin of the Bureau of
Education.

Respectfully submitted.
P. P. CI.AXTON,

ommisaioner':
The SECRETARY or THE INTERIOR.
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LETTER TO TEACHER AND SCHOOL OFFICERS.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF EDUCATION,
11' ashington, August 1, 1920.

To Teachers aryl ,C'ehool Officers:

he purpose of the lessons contained in this bulletin is to enable
achers of children in the elementary grades in city schools to make

a good practical beginning in instruction in civics on the basis of ex-
perience and induction. I believe educators and citizens geperally
have never been more conscious of the need of instruction of th kind
than no . If the masses of the people are to be informed and trained
in egard to their civic rights, duties, and obligations, it is neces-
sal that children be reached in the lower grades. As yet, only about
30 1 r cent of American children enter high school.

Th preparation and publication of these lessons in time for use
at the opening of schools in September, 1920, has been made possible
by the cordial cooperationrof the Junior Red Cross, which, " recogniz-
ing that the humanitarian ideals eut of which it sprang'are bound up
with the fact of social interdependence and civic responsibility, con-
ceives its first duty to be that of furthering a high type of American
citizenship "a citizenship that recognizes in service the basic prin-
ciple of patriotism and of normal community life in a democracy.

It is believed that these lessons will be found useful by many schools
in promoting a citizenship of this type.

Yours, sincerely,
P. P. CLArrox,-

Vommiesioner of Education.
a
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LESSONS IN CIVICS FOR THE SIX ELEMENTARY
GRADES OF CITY SCHOOLS.

TO THE TEACHER.

Children's experience the bois of instruction.Instruction in
civics must be based on the children's experiences and shoul4result,
not only in giving clearer and fuller infarination, but also in creat-
ing the mental attitudes and habitual actt that characterize good
citizenship at the given age. It is to small purpose, for instance,
that a child learns of the organization and work of the street clean-
ing department if at the same time he continues to be careless about
throwing banana skins around.

Materials that have place in, an elementary civics course. In
planning a course in civics for young children there is a temptation
to overload it with facts which will be forgotten before they are
ever used. We have repeatedly to remind ourselves that any ma-
terial which has legitimate place in the Course holds that place be-
cause it is related to some " civic situation " in which a child is nor-
mally to be found and his reaction to which is capable of being
modified by a "civics lesson." Of this sort of material there is no
lack. The 'children of our city schools have many experiences of
civic significancetipo.n which instr tion can be based; and there are
many opportunities for instruction to be immediately applied,
(greatly to the advantage of themselves, of the city, and of the Na-

,

tion. For example, all city children, even the youngest in school,
have had their interest and curiosity aroused by the sight of a burn-
ing building and of a fire engine, and crew dashing to the rescue.
Here is an experience which can iNe so' nterpreted and enlarged upon
that children still, too young for the study of municipal organiza-
tion may be led to refrain from playing with fire and to regard
firemen as heroes to be obeyed and to be emulated in coolness and cour-
age. If these effects are produced upon many small children's habits
of thought and action, who can doubt that the result will be not
only a considerable safeguard to those individual. children but also
an actual decrease in fire loss and, in the long run, an appreciable
gain to the resources of the Nation in property and lives?

Situations typical of the children's experiencesSince lessons must
be based on children's experiences, any course of study in civics

p
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8 LESSONS IN CIVICS FOR ELEMENTARY GRADES. ASIR'

must attempt, first, to indicate the situations of civic significance in
which teachers are liktry to find the children placed from time to
time. *tic an attempt can, el/lc tly, only proximate the actual
facts in any real school. Each teac lust select those situations
which best correspond to the realities of the lives of the children
under her charge and must so modify the instruction which the out-
line suggests as to fit their needs in concrete instances.

Lessons based on these actuations. In the course here proposed
there is first given a list of typical situations for each year. Each of
these lists is followed by suggestions designed to aid the teacher in
working out from each situation a series of lessons to show its civic
aspects and to cultivate the traits of good citizenship involved. The
" teacflers' interpretation and enlargement" of the "children's ex-
periences and observations" is, in each case, indicated by a mere
sketch of the directions which it will probably be useful for the
instruction to take. It is not intended that the civics lessons arising
from any one situation shall be limited to the points specifically noted
in te sketch, nor that the instruction shall be given in .a single
"period " of the school day. Rather, it is hoped that the teacher will
in every instance, develop more fully the outline here presentedr
adapting it to the particular circumstances and the individual children
concerned, and will then convey the lessons to the children not only isi
as many set "periods" as may be needed, but also upon many informal
occasions in the school life and by all the means at her command.
The sections entitled "Methods of teaching" are designed to suggest
some of these means. The several " illustrative lessons" in these sec-
tions are intended to give, by means of assuming concrete circum-
stances and using direct discourse, somewhat more vivid and detailed
suggestion for working out lessons of the character previously
sketched. Finally, certain " results" are noted Stich not only may
be reasonably hoped for, but which may be definitely worked for
and by which the efficacy of the instruction may;to a certain extent,
be tested.

The spirit, and not the letter, is impoPtant.It will be readily .

understood Chat a course of study constructed do these principles
. can not be

that
literally or exactly day by day or month by

month. It must be read as a whole and, if adopted at all, must,-
be adopted in its spirit, and not by its letter. It will then be kept
on hand' for constant reference and will furnish suggestion of
material for every day oabvery month, but the order in which the
lessons shall be given will be determined in each case by .the -needs
of the particular class, as seen by the individual teacher. This
order will not, however, be accidental, but will in general follow
plans made at the beginning of the month or the term. Instruction
concerning certain situations is especially useful near the opening



SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER. . 9

of the school year; for example, that connected with fire drills.
Other situations must, of course, be utilized at fixed.seasons; for ex-
ample, gardening, election day. Still other situations are of such
general prevalence that they may be brought forward and made
the basis of lessons at any convenient time, unless some unusual event
presses their claim to notice at a particular time. Examples of this
last class of situations are: Occurrence of accidents from careless.
ness, hindering or helping the police, opportunity to buy thrift
stamps.

continuous and cumulative instruction. Although it is impassible
to determine in advance the time a given situation will occur in the
life of a'class and to write a course of study which shall be followed
page by page, as the leaves of a calendar are turned, it is never-
theless true that the following series of lessons is planned with a
view to securing continuous and cumulative' instruction from the
first grade through the sixth. Certain situations of civic signifi-
cance may be expected to recur from year to year in children's lives.
In this course of study such situations -are repeated from grade to
grade, and it is suggested that lessons taught iii-he preceding grades
be reviewed and new lessons appropriate to the children's advent.
in age be added (see V, under Grades foroexample)., Certain,
other situations are full of interest and suggestiveness at certain
stages in the experience of children, but later are outgrown, or,
in losing their novelty,' lose their educative value as a basis for
instruction. In the following pages situations of this sort are not
repeated in successive grades, but atyreplaced by situation typical
of older children's experiences (see II, under each ade, for
example).

References to the wale of preceding grades.The work of each
grade above the first is built definitely upon thal. foundation laid
in tre preceding years. This fact will appear from a glance at
almost any, page with its numerous references to specific points
covered in preceding grades but again ortOglit forward in a new
connection.. Material of this sort is not repeated from grade to
grade, because of the unnecessary cost which such procedure would
involve. Turning to the page where this material is originally
presented is made as easy as possible by means of definite reference;
by page numbers, section ,ntimbers, and letters. It is hoped that the
teacher will not be deterred from following out these references
by the slight tedium involved in the frequent turning of pages, and
that she will find her reward in having the'work of her own grade
made both easier and more thorough through fArnilittrity with the
work that has gone before.

References to booke.Referonees are made in this outline to a few
books and pamphlets which will be useful in developing the course.
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The number of these has, purposely been kept small for two reasons:
(1) To show that an effectual course in civics for the elementary
grades depends far more on the teacher's oral instruction and her

_gifidance of activities than upon use of books, and (2) to make the
adoption of this course independent of the put-chase of many books.
The printed material referred to is of two kinds: (1) Publications
of the United States Bureau of Education or. of the Junior Red
Cross, which are distrIbuted free or .at a nominal price, and are
mainly for the use of the teacher; (2) textbooks or "supplementary
reading books" in civics which are for the use of the children. An
exhaustive list of the latter was impracticable. Consequently, the
references are limited to the very few necessary to illustrate the-kind
of text which-is useful and how the reading of it may be made a
helpful part;though not a large part, of this course. The several
textbooks selected for mehtion arenot necessarily the hest. They
may or may not be so. It is enough that they serve the purpose of
illustration."

re°



SITUATIONS OF CIVIC SIGNIFICANCE TYPICAL OF THE
FIRST YEAR OF SCHOOL LIFE.

I. The daily walk to and from school.
II. Entering the school building and leaving it by assigned doors,

hallways,, and stairways, according to prescribed rules for
filing, etc.

'III. Becoming familiar with schoolroom surrounhtgs: Furnish-
. ings, decorations, materials for work.

IV. Playing on the school playground with many playfellows.

V. Using coat closets, toilet rooms, drinking fountains, etc,

VI. Taking part in fire drills.
VII. Coming into contact with certain persons who represent the

. authority and the service of organized society.

VIII. Taking part in patriotic ceremonies.
IX. Providing entertainment or gifts for persofis who need goofl

cheer.
11



LESSONS IN CIVICS BASED 0)1 THE FOREGOING
SITUATIONS.

4 GRADE I.

I. THE DAILY WALK TO AND FROM SCHOOL

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Walking or running on sidewalk or street.
(b) Having attention diverted.
(c). Stopping to play on sidewalk or street.
(d) Meeting other persons.
(e) Crossing the street.
(f) Seeing street cars and other vehicles and the policeman at the

corner.
(g) Losing the way, or seeing a lost child, or a strutter seeking

direction.

2. Teacher's Interpretation and enlargement,'.
(a) Sidewalk for walking; street for traffic; why.
(b) Look where you are going; why.
(c) Danger .of running or playing in the street; inconvenience to

others of playing on the sidew
(d) Keep to the right; w
(e) Cross the street at the crossing; why.
(f) Look both ways before-crossing the street ; why.
(g) Cross when there is little traffic, or if there is a traffic police-

man, when he gives the signal.
(A) Kinds of help a policeman gives; if in any trouble, ask him.

3. Methods of teaching:
(a) Conversational lessohs, including stories of true incidents told

by teacher and .by pupils.

It Is not intended that the "Interpretations" and " enlargements" deergnated alpha-betically to thin and following lessons should apply strictly In every case to the " experi-
ences" and "observations" designated above by the corresponding letters. Often a given
"experience" or " observation" suggests several "interpretations," and sometimes the
sash " interpretation " applies to more than one " experience." The series of " interpre
tatipee" and "enlargements" is intended, to suggest some of the lessons that may be
derived from the group of "experiences and observations" The lettering Is chiefly for
convenience of reference. The same comment applies to the lettering under "Methods of
Teacidng" and "Results to be Worked For."

12



FIRST TAB OF SCHOOL urn. 18

(h) A plan of neighboring streets with crossings and sidewalks
drawn with chalk on basement floor or school yard pavement.

(c) Dramatization with aid of that plan Ind without such aid.
(d) Sentence making by pupils (oral language lesson).
To illu8trate" c" and " d":
Assign children to act as policemen, street cars, wagons, automobiles, foot

passengers, children playing games, etc. Before beginning the dramatization
hate each little actor state his part and his work:

I am a motornmn. I drive the cur along the street. I sound-my gong when
People get in the way.

I am a policeman. I take care of the people who cross the street.
I am a chauffeur. I sound my horn to let people know my car is near them.
I walk along the sidewalk. Isam going to work (to the store on an errand).
I am going to play a game. Rachel and Jennie will play with me.
When the action starts call upon the onlookers to tell what happens:
What is the motorman doing? He is driving a car. Why does be sound the

Pint? Jennie is in front of the car. What is she doing there? She is playing
with Agnes. She forgot and ran across the street. She did not see the car.

4. Results to be worked for:
(a) Knowledge of cOmmon dangers from street accidents and of

elementary arrangements and regulations designed to prevent such.
(b) Attitude of caution regardingipne's own safety.
(c) Attitude of consideration rearding the safety and conven-

ience of others.
(d) Feeling that the policeman is powerfUl, helpful, and friendly.

II. ENTERING THE SCHOOL BUILDING AND LEAVING IT BY AS-
SIGNED DOORS, HALLWAYS, AND STAIRWAYS, ACCORDING TO
PRESCRIBED RULES FOR FILING, ETC.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Waiting for the doors to open and for signals.
(b) Being marshaled in line.
(c) Being forbidden to talk while " filing."
(d) Using prescribed entrances and exits, stairways, and hallways.
(e) Meeting other persons.

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) Hour for opening the doors.
(b) Where it is best to wait and why (i. e., not in the street).
(c) Where the line should be formed. Who can help.
(d) Convenience of prescribed entrances.
(e) Why we walk quietly without talking.
(f) What is meant by single file, double file.
(g) The word "Exit," recognition of it, and meaning; where our

exits are; why we use these particular ones.
(4) Keep to the right on the stairs, in the halls, passing through.

doorways and gateways; why.



14 LESSONS IN CIVICS FOR ELEMENTARY GRADES.

3. Methods of teaching:
(a) Conversational lessons during which the children are encour-

aged to ask questions and to illustrate in action the right way of
passing through doorways. meeting and passing by other persons, etc.

(b) Oral sentence making, as in I, 3,.d (p. 13).
7'o illu8trate:

The exit is the way we go out. There are many exits from this school.
There are many children In school. We can not all use one exit. Some of us
would be hurt. We might be killed. -

Our class uses Exit One. The number of the exit Is over the door. It is the
exit nearest our room. We go down the stairs. We cross the basement (play-
ground). We go Into the street.

We walk quickly to save time. We go in single file to save room. Two
classes can pass on the stairs if they are In single file.

We must keep to the right on the stairs. We must keep to the right In the
halls. Yesterday Rose was late. She was on the left side of the stairs. A
class came downstairs. Rose got mixed up. She lost her own class. She
was late.

\--)' 4. Results to be worked for:

(a) Clear understanding of the rules for entering the building,
moving about it, and leaving it.

(b) Willing obedience to these rules and to all signals and orders.

III. BECOMING FAMILIAR will' THE SCHOOLROOM SURROUND-
INGS: FURNISHINGS, DECORATIONS, MATERIALS FOR WORK.

I. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Sharing responsibility with others for the appearance of the

floor, the blackboard, the window sills, etc.
(b) Noticing the pictures on the walls, the plants, and other deco--

rations of the room.
(c) Being furnished with material for school work.
(d) Having a desk to take care of (in some first-grade rooms).

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) This is our room. Is it not a pleasant room?
(b) What are some of the things that make it pleasant? From

the children's answers, generalize: It is clean. It is orderly. It has
pretty things in it. lairtr

(c) 'How can we keep ilipleasant1 Be careful not to bring in
dirt. Leave at home thi* we do not need. Use the wastebasket
for things to be thrown away. Remember, "A place for everything,
and everything in its place." Mark with chalk only on blackboardk,
Mark with pencil only on paper. Take good care of the pretty
things.

(d) These books, pencils, cards, etc., were lent us by the city.
They cost much money. We need them to help us to do our work.

' We must be very careful of them.
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(e) Each child has a desk all his own to hold the things he works
with. He is the one to keep it clean and orderly.

3. Methods of teaching:
(a) Conversational lessons in which the teacher's part is largely

well planned questions that lead to the foregoing conclusions.
(b) Appointment of monitors to give out books and materials..

These monitors should be frequently changed, that all may have the
practice.

(c) Encouragement of friendly rivalry in neatness and orderliness
among different groups or "rows" of children.

orderly.

(d) Appointment of a little housekeeper in each group or row to
be the leader in keeping the immediate surroundings clean and

(e) Letting all the little hourkeepers help the teacher to keep the
room at its best.

ormisor

) Oral sentence making, as in I, 3, d (p. 13).

7'o illustrate:
The readers are on the first shelf. I give them out in my row. There are

sic children in the row. I take six readers. Each child gets a reader.
We all try to keep the floor clean. Sometimes a girl forgets. She drops a

paper on the floor. I remind her. Then she puts it in the wastebasket.

4. Results tp be worked for:
(a) Recognition and enjoyment of cleanliness, order, and beauty

in surroundings.
(b) Feeling of responsibility for appearance of surroundings.
(c) Attitude of helpfulness.
(d) Notions of thrift and respect for public property.

-----
IV. PLAYING ON THE SCHOOL PLAYGROUND WITH MANY

PLAY-FELLOWS.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Falling down, getting jostled or hurt.
(b) Jostling or hurting others carelessly.
(c) Playing games' involving simple rules or general under-

standings.
(d) Disliking the game proposed or the one who proposes it
(e) Meeting newcomers on the playground.

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargemesk:
(a) When you run, look where yoirare going; why.

Running or walking, keep to the right, on the playground, as
on the street and everywhere.

(c) If anyone falls or is hurt, all near him stop playing till you
find out whether it is a "big hurt."
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(d) If you get "a little hurt," never mind; don't spoil the game.
(e) Play fair; don't spoil the game.
(f) If anyone asks you to play, play a little while anyway.
(g) Be sure to ask a visitor or new pupil to play and show him

how we play.
(A) Ask a visitor or new pupil to propose a game and to teach us

how to play it.

3. Methods of teaching:
(a) Frequent, though not invariable, participation by the teacher

in the playground activities.
(b) Informal class discussion of playground events and activities.
(c) Oral sentence making as in I,3, d (p. 13).

4. Results to be worked for:
(a) Due care for one's own safety in play and for that of others.
(b) Attitude of physical courage.
(c) Practice of " playing fair," and holding " the game " in respect.
(d) Habit of being obliging.
(e) Attitude of hospitality toward newcomers.

V. USING COAT CLOSETS, TOILET ROOMS,, DRINKING
FOUNTAINS, ETC.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Being required to put away clothing and . find it again

promptly.
(b) Using conveniences of toilet room, different, perhaps, from

those at home.
(c) Having to wait for a "turn to drink," missing the use of a

glass, etc.
2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:

(a) Because there are so many of us, when we are dismissed, each
one must find his outer garments quickly. One whQ is slow delays all.

(b) Each one's mother can help us by marking his name in his
hat, coat, overshoes, etc.

(c) Each one of us can help by having " a place for everything and
everything in its place."

(d) We must take good care of our clothes, for they cost our
parents money and labor. If .4.e see clothing on the floor, we pick
it up and give it to the owner or put it in a safe place.

(e) The bowls in the toilet room are placed there in order that we
may never have dirty faces or hands in the schoolroom. We must
never wash in a dirty bowl or leave one dirty for others. The toilet
room should be the cleanest room in the building.
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(f) The pipes in the toilet room are for drainage. They will not
carry away hair orfother waste. When the pipes get clogged, it
costs a great deal of money and labor to clean them. Throw all
waste into the waste basket.

(g) We must not drink from the same glass that is used by any-
one else. Someone may be sick and not yet know it. If we drink
from the same glass we may get his sickness. Someone may have
canker or other sores in his mouth, and not know it. If we drink
from the same glass we may have the sores. We may all drink from
the fountain, if our lips touch only the water.

3. Methods of teaching:
(a) Careful explanation and demonstration by the teacher, re-

peated frequently for several days at the first.
(b) Appointment of those who learn first to help others.
(c) See III, 3, c (p. 15).

4. Results to be worked for: ,
(a) Understanding that the fact of large numbers being involved

must affect the action of each individual.
(b) Knowledge that articles of the commonest use cost money and

labor.
(c) Habits of carefulness and thrift.
(d) Appreciation of order and neatness.
(a) Habits of orderliness and cleanliness.

VI. TAKING PART IN FIRE DRILLS.

I. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Seeing fires in the neighborhood or hearing of them.
(b) Being obliged to go through the school fire drill.

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement: 6
(a) Sometimes when a building burns down, people can not get

out, because they have not learned how to do so in the best way. In
school we have a fire drill so that, if this building ever catches on
fire, we can all get out without being hurt.

(b) Statement and demonstration of the rules for the drill.

To illustrate:
The big gong sounds three times.
That means tire drill.
We go out Exit One
We walk along Cross Street to Bank Street,
We walk quickly and do not speak.

3. Methods of teaching:
(a) Explanation by the teacher, with emphasis on importance of

the drill, but without appeal to fear.
41587.-20-2



18 LESSONS IN CIVICS FOR ELEMENTARY GRADES.

(b) Careful pointing out of the way, so that no child is merely fol-
lowing the others.

(c) Questioning on the rules.
(d) Frequent drills at unexpected times.
(e) Frequent use of the topic for oral language lessons, in order

that familiarity with it shall diminith the danger of panic in case of
actual fire.

To illustrate:
Three gongs mean a fire drill. We stop work and sit still. Our teacher snys,

" Stand." We stand at once. She says, " Pass out." We go out very quickly.
We use. Exit One. We walk along Cross Street to Bank Street. We stand there.
When the bell rings, we return to our room.

We walk quickly in a fire drill. We keep close together. We do not run.
We do not talk. If a child falls, we stop and raise our right hula. The chil-
dren behind see that, and they stcp too.

Sometimes we have a silent drill. A messenger opens the door. She show?!
us a red card. Thatjneans a fire drill. We go out as If we had heard the gongs.

(Lillian came to school to-day. It was her first day In the school. Rach'T'
showed her where to hang her wraps. I showed her the exit we use. I told )

1per about our fire drills. ./
ometimes we go to room seven. We have our singing lessons there. If we

have a fire drill from rows seven, we use Exit Pour. We stand on Green Street
in front of the butcher's store.

4. Results to beworked for:
4 (a) In case of preparatory drill : The highest efficiency and a feel-
ing of satisfaction in the success of cooperative effort.

(b) In case of actual fire: The highest efficiency and a feeling of
confidence in the outcome.

VII. COMING INTO CONTACT WITH CERTAIN PERSONS WHO REP-
RESENT THE AUTHORITY AND THE SERVICE OF ORGANIZED
SOCIETY.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Contact with policeman at the corner. See I, 1, f and 9

(p. 18).
(b) Receiving directions and service from the janitor of the school

building.
(c) Receifing from the teacher constant suggestion, instruction,

sympathy, encouragement, occasional special " treats," strict com-
mands, reproof, correction.

(d) Hearing important matters referred to the principal.
'(s) Seeing the postman bring letters to others; perhaps notes or

valentines to themselves. Mailing letters in the post box and seeing
the postman[ take them from the box.
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2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:'
(a) The policeman. See I.2, g and h (p. 12).
(b) The janitor. What he does for us: Keeps the school building

clean, orderly, safe, and warm in the ivinter. Keeps the playground
in order. Helps us if we have an accident or need to-t<ve something
heavy or want a Christmas tree in our room, etc. What we can do
for him! Wipe shoes and bring no dirt into the school building; put
waste into the waste baskets in the building and into the trash boxes
on the playground, etc.

(c) The teacher. All suggestions of how to cooperate in work and
in play (e. g., see III, 2; IV, 2, pp. 14, 15), all indication of sympathy
with children's feelings and desires, all explanation of the need for
commands and obedience (e. g., see II, 2; VI, 2, 3, pp. 13, 17) are
interpretations of the relationship which exists between teacher and
children.

(d) The principal. Some of the things the principal will be glad
to see on visiting our room or the playground or will be sorry to see.
Why glad or sorry ?

(e) The postman. We like to get letters, invitations, valentines,
presents. The postman brings these to us. He takes these from us
to our friends. He works hard to do this. He is very careful of
the mail. We, too, must be very careful when we are given letters
to put into the mail box.

3. Methods of teaching: .
(a) Informal conversational lessons.
(b) Dramatization.

,Toillustrate:
A Visit from the Principal.

Let one child be chosen to play the part of the teacher in charge of this
classitom. Let the part of the principal be played by another child, or, better
slid, by the real teacher. Let all the other pupils 'play the part of the class
being visited.

There Is a knock on the door. The principal Is cordially received by the
teacher, greets the children, and receives a polite response.. The principal
expresses pleasure In some satisfactory. condition of the room, or of the class,
which has been brought about by the children's efforts. He, or she, then asks to
see drawing, construction work, or the like, which the children have recently
finished. Each child chooses from his own work what he would like to show the
principal, and the little teacher selects a few whith be, or she, thinks most
worthy to be shown. He further offers to let certain children, or the clan as a
whole, show the principal how well they can do some bit of oral work, or of
physical exercise, for instance. Ifi taking his leave the principal commends
the work he has seen and suggests something that he hopes to see upon his
next visit.
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(c) Oral composition based on a and b.
4,,Reen Its to be worked for:

(a) The policeman. See I, 4, d (p. 18).
(h) The janitor. Feeling that he takes care of the school hurtling,

and "grounds and the comfort of teachers and pupils. Coopertition
with him.

(c) The teacher. Fee lingthat she is airiend and the best leader
in work and play. Cooperation with her.

(j) The principal. Feeling that he or she has an interest in every
pupil and in all that goes on in each class. Cooperation with him .
or her.

(er The postman. Feeling that he does an important. service.
Carefulness concerning mail.

VIII. TAKING PART IV' ATRIO1C CEREMONIES.

1. Children's experiences and obserMions:
(a) Learn* to sing children's patriotic songs.
(b) Standing when Amgica or the Star-Spangled Banner is sung

or played.
(c) Seeing the flag displayed and being taught to salute it..

2. Teacher's interretation and enlargement:
(a) To sing songs about our country shows that 'we are glad we..

are Americans.
(b) Whenever America or the Star-panged Banner is sung or

played we all stand, and if we can not sing we stand quietly till the
music is finished, for these two are the best songs of all about Amer-
ica. We call them our national anthems. We stand to show that
we like to listen to music about America, which we love and revere.
If we listen quietly, we shall all learn to know these airs whenever
we hear them, and soon we may learn to sing them.

(c) To salute the flag is'to show that we know what the flag stands
for. It stands for the country we love; our country, the United
States of Amera.
8. Methods of teaching:

(a) Explanation of the meaning of the words of such -patriotic
songs as the children are to sing. .

(b) Conversatio.nal lessons with demonstration.
To illustrate:
Who knows, what flag this 1st (Showing a flag, new or well'preseisv a1large enough to be conapfcuous, but not too large for a child to hold.) a; itis the 'United States flag, the American flag, our bag. All these answers areright, for we are Americans and the country*we live In is the United States

of America. Itm't It a beautiful flag, with so many stars and such bright
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colors? We love It because it is beautiful, but ther is another reason. We
love the klag because whenever we see it, it speaks to us; It says, "Our country."
fon say, "How can a flag speak?" I will tell you. When I asked just .,:v
what flag this was, did not Jack say, "The American flag"? He knew by t
looking at It, and so did Tony nral Manuel and Lars, yes, and you and yon;
nearly everyone knew by just Iwking.that this flag Is the flag of America or
our country. How did you know, Vincent? Yes; by the stars and the red and
white stripes. The stars and the stripes did not need to speak out loud; they
could tell you silently. Just as though they spoke, they could make you think,

Our country, America."' So the flag really does speak to us, doesn't it? And
we should like to answer the flag when it speaks to us ofvur country that we
love, shouldn't we?

Now, If-one boy will hold the flag up high where we can all see M and It can
speak clearly to us, I will show you. how we can answer it.' We shall need a
gH,(1 citizen to hold the flag, one of those who has tried hardest this morning
to help us nil. Yes, Tons may he the one to-day, and another good citizen to-
morrow. Now, Toni, let the flag speak to us. What does it say, children? (All
together) " Our Country, America!" Now we will all answer it 'Mil way
(teaching the Hag salute).

(c) Frequbnt practice of the flag salute, but not as a matter of
daily routine. If, after the salute has been learned, through daily
practice, the ceremony is observed whenever the flag is carried by
on parlide,' and on special occasions, or as a special rivilege, it .

- will impress the children more deeply than if it is m a daily
requirement. 4
4. Results to be worked for:

(a) Actual, intelligent, not mechanical, participation in singing a
few simple patriotic songs appropriate for children.

(b) Participation, in a child's measure, in the sentiment with
which older people stand at the sound of the national anthems,

(c) Feeling of real respect and affection for the flag andfor that
which it represents. The conception, " our country " can not, be
otherwise than vague tit first, but can be made more definite and
fuller of meaning each year.

IX. PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT OR GIFTS FOR PERSONS WHO
NEED GOOD CHEER.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Knowing of the misfortune of some classmate or acquaintance.
(b) Seeing the deprivations of a class ofeople; e. g., crippled

children, blind soldiers. . .

2. Teacher'ainterpretation and enlargernet: st
(a) When we are sorry for our friends we try to find some way

to help at least a little. Imagine this misfortune had happked to
you. ,What would you like to have us do for you! can we not do
the-same ill this case I
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(b) What is it that these new acquaintances Of ours (orphans,
cripples, blind people, aged people; or the like) can not do or can
not have which gives us pleasure to do or to have? Why can they
not do or have these things?. (Discover the underlying condition
of normal, happy life that is lacking: It is probably, home care and
affection, soundness of limbs or keenness of senses, health or strength,
or sufficient means of support.) Since this condition (health, for
instance) is not lacking for us, what chances does it give us? (The
chance to come to school, to make the trimmings for our Christmas
tree, for instance.) Shall we not share this pleasure with those
who can not get it for themselves? Will it not be great fun to enjoy
this with them? Now, let us plan how we can carry out this idea all
together, giving every single one a chance to help.
3. Methods of teaching:

(a) Pioviding opportunity (if acquaintance does not already
exist) for the children to come into some sort of personal touch with
those in whose welfare it is desired to interest them. This as an
initial step in order that the children shall understand the real con-
ditions which create the need for some bit of cheer that they can
contribute, and, moreover, shall make their contribution from mo-
tives of simple, natural friendliness without any tinge of conde-
scension. For example, if it is planned that the class shall give an
entertainment to the children of a home for cripples, it is well, for
the teacher and class first to pay a visit to the home and see some
of the things which the little invalids can not do or can not have;
also some of the things that they can do in spite of their limitations.?
These latter achievements often show such qualities as ingenuity and
persistence, for instance, and enlist the respect of the visiting chil-
dren. This respect, added to the interest and sympathy excited by
misfortune, makes an excellent basis for sincere and lasting good will.

(b) Informal conversational lessons in which an understanding
of conditions is 'given, and the interest% sympathy, and respect men-
tioned above find expression and stimIdation; also those in which
plans are laid for carrying out the project that the teacher has in
mind.

(c) Class work in paper cutting, drawing, water colors, spool
work, weavingany handwork in the art or the industrial course
or the list of Junior Red Cross activities, the product of which is
appropriate for a gift.

(d) Class or group work in thimatization of rhymes and stories,
constituting literature and language-leasorks, and correlated reading,
at the same time culminating in an entertainment which will give
pleasure to others.
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(e) The practicing of songs, folk dances, marches, drills, pan-
tomimes, and g'smes which are educational to participants and in-

teresting to the onlooker, as well.

4. Results to be worked for:
(a) Desire to understand the conditions under which others live.
(b) Feeling of comradeship and good will toward those whose

eportunities are especially limited.
(c) Practice of cooperation in making and carrying out plans of

a sitial character. ">0
(d) Actual increase of happiness to all concerned.



SITUATIONS OF CIVIC SIGNIFICANCE TYPICAL OF THE
SECOND YEAR OF SCHOOL LIFE.

I. The daily walk to and from school.
II. Visiting a fire-engine house.

III. Choosing places in which to play.
IV. Choosing games to play and implements or materials to play

with.
V. Helping to care for surroundings at school and at home.

VI. Taking part in fire drills.
VII. Contact with certain persons who represent the authority and

the service of organized society.
VIII. Taking part in patriotic ceremonies.

IX. Providing entertainments or gifts for persons who need good
cheer.

X. Gardening in school yard, or open lot, or in window box.
-24



LESSONS IN CIVICS BASED ON THE FOREGOING
SITUATIONS.

GRADE II.

I. THE DAILY WALK TO AND FROM SCHOOL

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) See under First Grade, I, 1, a to g (p. 12).
(b) Running accidentally against another, or.across his pathway.

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) See under First Grade, I, 2, a to h (p. 12), for necessary re-

view as occasions arise.
(b) If we forget and inconvenience others on the street by not

keeping to the right and looking where we are going or by pushing
against them in a crowd or by any other mistake, we say, "I'm
sorry," "Excuse me," or "I beg your pardon," just as we would do
at home or in school.

3. Methods of teaching:
(a) See under First Grade. I, 3, a to d (p. 12, 13).
(b) The dramatization lessons may take the form of letting the

children show in action their answers to.the teacher's questions about
street incidents.

To illustrate:
What would you do If you could pot find your way? If you met a lost

baby? If you saw a person drop a -bag or a handkerchief? If an old lady
were trying to pick up a bundle? If a blind man were waiting to cross the
street? If some one should push you against another person? If several
people were trying to get through a door that had a turnstile? That did not
have a turnstile?

(c) The sentence making by the children may grow from the
Oral work of the first grade into written language and reading
lessons. At first the teacher writes on the blackboard the sentences
which the children compose, and lets the class read them. Later
she lets them copy these sentences with their letter cards. or "sen-
tence builders," and finally they are ready to use pencil and paper.
The children have much interest in reading one another's brief com-
positions.

To illustrate:
My baby was sitting on the stoop. A girl came out of the house. Bee

mother called her. She turned to answer. She dtd not look where she was
going. She stepped on my baby's hand.

z
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Dick was going Into ifillstore. Tom called him. Dick turned round. He kept
On walking. lie did not see the step at the door. He fell and hurt his foot.
Always look where you are going.

Kate gut run over by a cur. She was not looking. She did not see the
policeman tell the cur to go.

4. Results to be worked for:
(u) See under First Grade, I, 4, a to d (p. 13).

II. VISITING A FIRE - ENGINE HOUSE.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Having aC some time seen a fire engine dash through the street.
(b) Seeing the fire-alarm boxes and the hydrants op the street.
(c) Seeing the firemen, the engine, and all the apparatus in readi-

ness for an instantaneous shirt.
(d) Noticing the appearance of the men.

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) How the alarm is sent in.
(b) How quickly. the men act at the sound of thylarm.
(c) Why there is need for such quick action.
(d) What the men do when they reach the fire.
(e) True stories to illustraie the quickness, strength, coolness,

courage, and self-forgetfulness of firemen at work.
(f) In spite of the hard work and heroism of these men attrvery

fire, property -(something someone needs or wants) is destroyed, and
at some fires people are badly hurt or even lose their lives.

(g) What we all can do to help to prevent fires:
Help to make sure that the matches at home are kept in a tin

box, out of reach of small children and of mice; that no burnt
matches are thrown away while there is still the least spark on them.
When we see the end of a cigar or cigarette thrown away, watch to
see if every spark is out; if not, step on it. Help to make sure that
no curtain or other thing which will catch fire is near enough to a
lighted gas jet or lamp to blow into it. Help to put all rubbish into
cans, so that no piles of it collect anywhere. If there is a smell of
gas, be sure that no light, not even a match, is brought into the room
until the leak is found.

(A) What children especially can do:
The moment a smell of gas or of anything burning is noticed tell

some older person. Keep away yourselves and keep younger chit
dren away from lighted gas jets, stoves, ranges, heaters, and lamps.
Do not play with toy pistols. Do not set off firecrackers or go near
fireworks or bonfires except in care of a grown person and with

permission of father or mother.
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(i) What to do if a fire starts:
If your own clothing is on fire, lie down and roll till the fire is out.

See that a smaller child does the same or wrap him in a rug or any
heavy woolen thing. If your clothing is not on fire but the house is,
leave it as quickly as you leave the school building in a fire drill.
Unless you know the alarm has been sent in, ask the first older person
you can find to sisrit. Be able to tell him just where the nearest
box is and just (m' h:v to ring in the alarm; he may not know. Obey
promptly all orders of firemen and pot*.
3. Methods of teashing:

(a) Actually taking the children to a fire-engine house if this is
practicable; if not, taking them in imagination by telling a vivid
story of such a visit and showing pictures.

(b) Informal conversational lessons with many opportunities for
the children to ask questions.

(c) Story telling and reading.
(d) Dramatization of incidents to show what the firemen do, what

we can do to prevent fire, and what we should do if-a fire broke out.
(Linphasize carefulness rather than carelessness.)

(0) Frequent questioning to make sure that the children have under-
stood and are remembering the information and directions given.

(f) See I, 3, c (p. 25).
4. Results to be worked for:

(a) Such interest in the subject of fires as will impress its im-
portance without creating undue fear.

(b) Desire to imitate the firemen in their quickness, coolness, and
resourcefulness.

(c) Such intelligence as to the causes of fire and such habits of
taking precautions as will actually enable the small children of the
city to prevent many of its fires.

(d) Knowledge and confidence with which to meet the commonest
emergencies which fire brings.

III. CHOOSING PLACES IN WHICH TO PLAY.

1. Cbildrea's experiences and observations:
(a) Playing on the school playground.
(b) Playing or seeing others play on a city or 'neighborhood play-

ground or "common," or in a park.
(e) Playing or seeing others play in the street, in cellars, in hall-

ways, on stairways, on roofs, etc.
(d) Being coaxed or dared by other children to play in certain

places.
(e) Being forbidden by elders to play in certain places or reproved

for having, done so.
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2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) What is true of a place if it is a very good place to play? We

are sure to find four things there: A chance to "do things," fresh
air, light, and safety. If one of these is lacking, there is something,
the matter with the place, and we don't want to play there, if we can
find a better place.

(b) Why we want each of these four things in order to have a good
time and not be sorry for it afterwards.

(c) A comparison of the specific places actually within the ex-
perience and observation of the members of the class as possible
places for play.

(d) What is probably true of any place which is forbidden as a
place to play? How do older people know?

(e) How do teachers sometimes increase the chance to "do things"
in the school yard? How do they sometimes increase the safety?
The same questions for the play leaders on the public playground,
the policemen on the common or in the park.
3. Methods of teaching:

(a) Conversation lessons in which the teacher's part is largely
questioning to draw out the children's experiences and cause them
to think clearly, without prejudice.

(b) Visiting with the children, as a class or in groups, the play
places of the neighborhood.

(c) See I, 3, c (p. 25).
4. Results to be worked for:

(a) Better independent judgment of places in which to play.
(b) Greater willingness to accept advice or dir?ction in the matter.

IV. CHOOSING GAMES TO PLAY AND IMPLEMENTS OR MATERIALS
TO PLAY WITH.

1. Children'. experiences and observations:
(a) Playing the game which the season and the age of the child

seem automatically to determine.
(b) Playing new games taught by teacher or play leader.
(c) Being tempted to play with things that are combustible, have

sharp edges, or are apt to be used destructively, like stones, hard
balls, pea shooters, etc.

(d) Being tempted to a wasteful use of material in play or to
" teasing " for expensive playthings and not taking fare of those
which they have.
2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:

(a) The best way to play Lhe prevailing games to get the most fun
from them and avoid any unpleasantness or risk (either physical
or moral), of which the teacher may see a chance.
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(b) Why it is a good thing to know a large variety of games.
(e) Why matches should never be played with. What to do with

one which someone has carelessly left around. Why there should be
rules about buying and using firecrackers, and *hat these rules are.
Why cuts from ragged edges of tin and broken glass are worse than
cuts from knivw. How to hold a knife for whittling. What pre-
cautions the big boys.who play with hard balls have to take. In
what. circumstances it is safe to throw stones, etc. (Only the dan-
gers that the particular children in question are involved in by'their
play need be dwelt upon. Those enumerated above.are examples of
rather common ones.)

(d) What certain materials are good for or needed for beside.;
play. What substitutes could be used in play. How a smaller quan-
tity of material could be made enough. lir we can invent and
imagine things and get more fun out of it than out of any finished
toy. In what ways playthings can be so taken care of that they will
last, well. What other cliildren would like them after their present
owners have ceased to care for them. What fun it is to have things
of our very own with which to play Santa Claus or fairy godmother.
3. Methods of teaching: c'n

(a) Interest shown by the teacher at recess and other times in the
children's play, both in their games and in their playthings or the
material which they attempt to shape for their play.

(b) Teaching new games, folk dances, and constructive play which
add variety to the children's recreational activity and may in some
cases take the place of undesirable plays.

(c) See First Grade, IV, 3, a and b (p. 16).
(d) See Second Grade, I, 3, c (p. 25).
(e) Telling or reading stories from realslife or fiction, of play that

is interesting, inventive, beneficial.
(f) Making positive suggestions in every way possible instead of

prohibiting what the children are doing or may wish to do.
4. Results to be worked for:

(a) Practice of playing the prevailing games in the best way.
(b) See First Grade, IV, 4, a to c (p. 16).
(c) Knowledge of a variety of desirable games and recreational

activities.
(d) Pleasure in the exercise of ingenuity and growth in.the power

of imaginat?on.
(e) Habits of carefulness and thrift in the use of materials and

playthings.
(f) Pleasure in planning ahead to make generosity possible.
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V. HELPING TO CARE FOR SURROUNDINGS AT SCHOOL AND AT
HOME.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) See under First Grade, III, 1, a to d (p. 14).
(b) Visiting other schoolrooms than their own.
(c) Sharing with others the responsigility for the appearance of

the school playground.
(d) Finishing play at home with playthings scattered about, gar-

ments thrown down, " trash " on the, floor or in the yard.
2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:

(a) See under First Grade, III, 2, a to e (R. 14), for necessary
review as occasions arise.

(b) Who has the most use of the playground? Who, then,
should d000st to keep it neat? How can this be done?

(c) Home rooms, as well as schoolrooms, pleasant places when
there is "a place for everything and everything in.its place." Who
puts away the playthings at your home? Why? Who hangs up hats
and coats to keep them from getting spoiled, and also to make the
room look tidy? Why? Has your mother other work to'do? If she
should do all the "picking up," would she get very tired? What is
meant by " trash,"? Do you like to see any of it on your front steps,
on the sidewalk, in your backyard? Suppose you didn't put it there,
what could you do about it?
3. Methods of teaching:

(a) See under First Grade, I*3, a to f (p. 15).
See also I, 3, c (p. 25).
(b) Some of the conversational lessons may be based on visits

to other attractive rooms.

To illustrate:
What room did we visit to-day? Why do we like to vtsit It? What did you

like best about the room Itself? How do you know there pre careful c
dren In that room? Would you like- to have them visit us? What do yo
think we should do to get ready for them?

(c) Inspection of desks, aisles, books, window sills, blackboards,
trays, etc.

To illustrate:
Desk inspection: All the pupils at a given signal clear out their desks and

place & contents on top. Desk monitors or housekeepers for iiach row pass
rapidly down the aisles to see that' ho mistake has been made, nothing left in
any desk. Two minutes are given for each one to'arrange his possessions in
order upon his desk. The teacher then glances over the collections displayed
and asks questions calculated to lead the children to reject the useless will-
ingly and. to see that certain "treasures," more useful in play than in works
are better left at home or kept in a " treasure box " under the teacher's care;
e. g., Why does this desk look not quite neat? There are pieces of paper
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and of cord on It. Can this paper be used? No. it is torn. not clean, written
on. Can this cord be used? No, it Is too short, not clean. Jennie, do you
want to keep these things In your desk? Where is the best place to put them?
When will you have time to play with that doll, that pretty -piece of ribbon,
those heads, to eat that candy or offer It to othbrs? Until then, where shall
we keep these things so that they will not get soiled or lost or be in our way?

of he children, having acted upon their answers, rearrange their possessions In
their desks, and the monitors pass down the rows again to see if there are
any further improvements needed. Desk Inspection, after it .has been held a
few times, need not take more than three minutes In a class of average size,
though more time may be given to it If it Is used as a basis for oral and
written language work.

4. Results to be worked for:
See under First Grade, III, 4, h to d (p. 15).

VI. TAKING PART IN FIRE DRILLS.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) See First Grade, VI, a, b (p. 17).
(b) Having seen the readiness of the firemen for an alarm.
(c) Ilaving observed the fire escapes on a school building.
(d) Noticing that some homes are provided with fire escapes and

others not.

Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) See First Grade, VI, 2, a, b (p.,17), for necessary review:
(b)- Comparison of our readiness for a fire alarm with that of the

firemen., How our readiness would 'help the firemen, if our school
wbuilding should be on fire. Hor their readiness would help us.

Flow the readiness of both helps the city.
(c) Location of the fire escapes on the school building. Their

use if the stairways were cut off by fire. How the firemen would
save us, even if we could not reach fire escape, if we should show
ourselves at the window and obey t eir orders.

(d) Questions as to location of e escapes at the children's homes.
Necessity that fire escapes both a school and at home be kept ab-
solutely clear.

3. Methods of teaching:
See First Grade, VI, 3, a to e (pp. 17, 18).

4. Results to be worked for:
See First Grade, VI, 4 a, b (p. 18).

VII. CONTACT WITH CERTAIN PERSONS WHO REPRESENT TEE
AUTHORITY AND THE SERVICE OF ORGANIZED SOCIETY.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Receiving help from policemen. Being forbidden certain acts

by policemen. Seeing policemen give orders to others.
4
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(b) See First Grade. VII, 1, b (p. 18). Also being sent with
messages to the janitor.

(c) See First Grade, VII, 1, c (p. 18).
(d) See First Grade, VII, 1, d (p. 18). Also having to meet cer-

tain requirements of the principal.
(e) See First Grade, VII, 1, e (18). Also having seen the post

office in passing. Learning to write little letters of their own.
(f) Undergoing examination of eyes, nose, throat, etc., by the

School doctor.
(g) Having some hurt or illness of oneself or one's companiNts re-

lieved at school by the school nurse. Receiving some service from her
at one's home or knowing those who ha -e done so.

(1) See II, 1, a, c, d (p. 26).
2.1leacher's interpretation and enlargement:

(a) Why do chauffeurs, motormen, truckmen, and all other drivers
obey the policeman when he merely lifts his hand or points his
finger? Because he is an officer of the city, and is carrying out city
rules (laws). City laws and city officers must be obeyed by everyone,
no matter how big or strong or rich or old he may be. Is that a
good thing? Could the policeman help you across a dangerous
crossifig if the motormen or chauffeurs did not obey him? Why does
he stop children from running in the street, boys from climbing
lamp posts or playing ball on the sidewalk? Would he help those
samellojs if they should get hurt, lose something, find themselves
in any danger?

(b) See First Grade, VII, 2, b (p. 19) for review. How we should
ask, for the janitor's help.

(c) See First Grade, VII, 2, c (p. 19).
(d) See First Grade, VII, 2, d (p. 19). Some of the things the

principal has allowed this class to have or to do. Some of the things
he or she expects of us.

(6) See First Grade, VII. 2, e (p. 19). Where the postman gets
the letters that he btiligs to us from far away. The United States
mail clerks bring them to the city on trains. The postman finds them
at the post office. 'That big building belongs to the United States.
The postman is a United States mail carrier. The United States
takes good care of our mail, brings us letters and parcels and takes
ours to our friends. We must learn to writs plain addresses, so that
the mail carriers will know where to take our mail.

(f) What good eyes, ears, etc., can help us to do (concrete,illustra-
tions). Some of the inconveniences and discomforts caused by having
poor eyes, ears, etc. (concrete illustratintks). The impossibility of our
finding out for ourselves all defects or beginnings of disease" The
one who can find outa doctor. A doctor's knowledge js expensive.
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The city s one to come to our school and give us his knowle e.

He is coming to-Morrow. If he finds any (*s of you needs help
have the best possible eyes, ears, etc., he will let your parents kno
what they can do for you.

(q) Some of the ways a nurse knows to make us comfortable. A
nurse's skill costs much money. This nurse is kind and likes to help
us, and she can give us her skill, because the city pays her. Y
will each tell your mother some of the kind and skillful things
does. and if she visits you at home your mother will be very g d to
see her and to have her help.

(h) See 11,2, b, c, d, e, i (p. 2(l) ; VI, 2, b, c (pr. 31).

3. Methods of teaching:
(a) Dramatization is the easiest y of helping t children to

enter into a sympathetic understandin of the sere' and the au-
thority of each of the above persons, an mi very effectually
used to test the extent to which a child has gr ped the idea pre-
sented by story, picture, or explanation. Af r you have talked
about the policeman at the crossing and the h p he gives the citizen, -
you can not well present an examination per on the subject to a
second-grade child, but you can say toe e. " You are a policeman.
This is your crossing. Mere are so citizens coming along the
street. We will all watch to see what kind of a policeman you are."

will show clearly whether or not
the meaning of the previous conversation was grasped.

It may be further added that dramatizations seem to lose their
value about the time that teachers become unduly anxious about
properties. The little plays most valuable for classroom use have a pre-
Elizabethan flavor. The teacher indicates her chair and says, "This
is a tree." She puts a blackboard eraser into the arms of a seven-
year-old and says, "This is a woman carrying a baby, trol straight-
way the chair is a tree for the children, and little Jennie is a proud
parent. So why bother getting rufily green paper for a tree, and
giving Jennie a long skirt and a doll? She will not look any more
like a mother than the paper will look like a tree. No! Away with
properties! Let us be simple and we can break into drama any time,
anywhere. Let us allow the imagination room to devdlop.

(b) Informal conversation with the class, often developing into
formal oral composition.

To illustrate:
There has been an accident which requires that a message be sent 'to the

janitor. If it is not a case of emergency, the teacher may take time for the class
to discuss the fact; and allow them to decide upon the form of the message and
who shall be the messenger. This gives an opportunity for a lesson In courtesy
and clear speaking, as well as in careful thinking and clear English. Left to
themselves, children often say to a janitor something like this: "Now Paw

4897'-20-3
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Blank hays you should clean the ink up off the stairses." Working together the
class may be led to see that this is better: " Good morning, Mr. Smith.. Ink
has been spilled in EXIT TWO on the stairs, near the second floor. Miss Blank
sent m2 to tell you." Before the messenger. goes on her way the delivering of
the message may be rehearsed and suggestions from the class encoliged. The
reasons for the final selection of the messenger should be given. " Sara should

e.

not be a messenger. She did not listen to the answer." " Mabel should not give
our message for has. She speaks too fast. ' I think Rose should be the mes
senger, because she speaks clearly."

(c) In the cases of the doctor and the nurse, stories of what they,
or persons like them, did for the soldiers in war time and are still
doing.

4. Results .to be worked for:
(a) The policeman. Feeling that he is friendly and helpful. TXn

derstanding that he, representing the city, possesses authority.
Understanding that a law is likely to have behind it a perfectly good
reason.

g)) The janitor. See First Grade, NTH, 4, b ( p . 20) .

e) The teacher. See First Grade, VII, 4, c (p. 20). -

(d) The principal. See First Griule, VII, 4, d (p. 20).
(e) The postman. See First Grade, VII, 4, e (p. 20). Knowledge

that the mail service is a service of the United States. Desire tb
write addresses plainly, a bit of cooperation .with the Government.

(f) The school doctor (medical inspector). Freedom from
_ nervousness at undergoing physical examination. Eagerness to have
the doctor's opinion accepted and acted upon by parents. This may
affect the attitude of those parents who, through misunderstanding,
are indifferent or hostile to freellbedical advice.

(y) Confidence in the skill and kindness of the nurse which. May
influence feeling at homi and extend the benefits offer work, es-
pecially in " home visiting."

(h) See 1114, b (p. 27). Also absolute respect for firemen'iorders.

VIII. TAKING PART IN PATRIOTIC CEREMONIES.
1. Children's experiences and observations:

(a) See First _Grade, VIII, 1, a to c' (p. 20).
(b) Seeing parades awl being taught marches and flag drills.
(c) Celebrating birthdays of national heroes and anniversaries of

national events in which heroes took part.
2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:

(a.) See First Grade, VIII, 2, a to c (p.29), for necessary review.
(b) To march well and carry the flag well is to show that we ad-

mire it and are proud of it and wish others to honor it. We must be
able to tell others what the number of stars arid of stripes means
(explanation of the design of the flag), as well as what the whole
flag says to us,.
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(c) True stories of heroes which, though suited to childish under-
standing, yet illustrate traits and ideals of the best America% character
and life. Such stories are afforded by the boyhood of Washington
or of Lincoln, for instance,'or by deeds of men or women of the local
community who became heroes or. worthy helpers in the World War.

3. Methods of teaching:
(a) See First Grade, VIII, 3, a to c (p.

trati'on given.
(b, Preparing flag drills for special occasions.
(c) American hero stories told by the teacher and dramatized by

the children.

20), omittinetheillus-

4. Results to be worked fqr:
(a) See First Grade, VIII, 4, a to-c (p. 21).
(b) Beginnings of the idea of " a true American."

IX. PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENTS OR GIFTS FOR PERSONS WHO
NEED GOOD CHEER.

See First Grade, under rx (p. 21).

X. GARD$NING IN SCHOOL YARD, OR OPEN LOT, OR IN WINDOW
BOX.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Choosing the flowers which they wish to raise.
(b) Seeing the heavy NOP rk of breaking up and fertilizing the soil

done by others.
(c) Helping in the lighter work of making the soil fine and

smooth.
(d) Measuring and staking out the garden plats according to the

teacher's plan.
(e) Planting, watering, weeding, thinning, protecting from pests.
(f) Seeing earthworms, toads, insects, birds, living in the garden

or visiting it.
(g) Noticing growth of plants and unfolding of blossoms o'r their

wilting and dying.
(h) Noticing beauties of color and form.
(i) Picking flowers.
kj) Arranging flowers in vases.

414(k) Oiving flowers to others.
2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement':

(a) First let us imagine what our flower garden will be like, and
how we can plan it to make our yard (room or rodf). more beautiful.

(6) As we choose and decide, I will draw the plan on the floor, and
you may be thinking what the real garden will look like.

(c) This hard little seed must become softened so that the tiny,
plant packed away inside can tear open this brown covering and force
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its way out. Then the little plant must push up through the earth
and grow, with strong stem and healthy green leaves, before it can
bear the lovely blossoms for us. To do this the seed, hidden away
in the earth, must have warmth and moisture; the growing plant
must have food and water, light and air. How shall these things be
-supplied? (Simple explanation of nature's work through soil, rain,
air, dew, and sunlight; then of the aid which we may give.)

(d) Now each one of us has his part to do in making our garden.
The better each one's bit is done, the more beautiful the whole gar-
den. If anyone forgets or does poor work, either the rest of us
must do the neglected work, or the whole garden must miss some of
its beauty.

(e) We are about to pick some of the flowers for which' we have
been waiting and working. Are they not lovely ? If we pick the
blossoms that are just ready for us, the more We pick, the more
will come. The plant is generous with its blossoms.

(f) How shall we arrange these flowers to show their beauty to
best advantage and to add moil) to the attractiveness of the room?
What one of these three or four vases shall we use? (Tall vases for
the long-stemmed ones, flat dishes for the low growing ones, vases
of glass to show the stems, or of a color pretty with the color of
the flowers, etc.) How many in a vase? (Not crowded together so
that we can not see the pretty shapes.) Where shall we place the
bouquet to show best its beautiful color and most delightfully
brighten up our room ?

(g) What shall we do with the owers that we are going to pick to-
morrow ? Do you know other hat would like them as well
as we do? (Children c ass in a school...that has no garden, sick
people at home in hospital, older people who have not time or
strength to work in gardens, etc.) Our garden has made us rich
in beautiful things to give away.
3. Methods of teaching:

(a) Making teacher's plans (at least a month before planting
time).

a) If for a garden in school yard or open lot: Plan of beds
and paths drawn to scale; choice of flowers adapted to con-
ditions of soil, of exposure; etc., and from among these such
as carry out a simple color scheme.

(2) If for flowers in window boxes: Number of boxes;
measurements of each ; - choice of flowers adapted to indoor con-
ditions; and also harmonious with the coloring of the room and
attractive from outside ti,e building.

(b) Showing colored pictures from seed catalogues and garden
magazines and sketching rough plan of _garden on the floor with
crayon while talking over what teacher and childien wish the garden .
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to be like and allowing the children to choose, under guidance and
r within limits, what flowers they shall plant.

(c) Observation lessons on processes of preparing the ground; on
seed germination; on garden pests (cutworms, injurious insects,
weeds) and gardeners' assistants (earthworms, bees, toads, birds) ;
on growth of plants;swelling of buds, and unfolding of blossoms.

(d) Teacher and children working together in the garden (or
window boXes), each child, if practicable, cultivating al'small flower
bed of his own and also, contributing some work to a common plat
or border;the teacher supervising and helping.

(e) Dividing each day's work into individual or group tasks, ex-
plaining the reason for each task, assigning it definitely, and giving'
clear and specific directions for its performanceall this while tile
children are in the classroom or in class formation before "breaking
ranks" for work.

( f ) Calling for definite oral reports of work done, condition/§
noted, results produced.

(q) Conversational lessons in which the children talk over, infor-
mally, their experiences and observations, their wishes and hopes,
their disappointments and satisfactions; and the teacher gives; by
suggestion, some such trend to their thinking as is indicated under
X. 2, p. 3G, for the sake of the civic values involved.

(h) Correlation with other studies:
6

(1) Language work : Spelling; oral and written sentence mak-
ing; brief notes to, accompany gifts of flowers:

(2) Reading: Sentences written on the blackboard; appro-
priate selections from "reading books."

(3) Literature: Nature myths and modern stories and poems
about flowers and about children's gardens.

(4) .Number work: Practice in use of foot rule, yardstick,
10-foot pole, first indoors, then outdoors; measurement of beds
and paths; calculation of number of stakes needed for laying out
garden.

(5) Drawing or art work :.Recognition and naming of colors;
recognition of iplor .harmonies without technical discussion;
simple lessons on flower forms and vase forms.

4. Results to be worked for:
(a) Pleasure in watching growing things and in aiding nature's

processes.
(b) Some notion of division of labor and a feeling of responsi-

bility for one's own share of the whole enterprise.
(c) Desire to make one's own surroundings more attractive.
(d) Satisfaction in producing that which gives pleasure not only

to oneself but also to all one's companions in. the 'undertaking and
to 'others who did not share in the labor.

ts.



SITUATIONS OF CIVIC SIGNIFICANCE TYPICAL OF THE
THIRD YEAR OF SCHOOL LIFE.

I. The walk to and from school.
II. Riding the street cars unaccompanied by adults.

III. Visiting the library, the park, and other public places.
IV. Choosing places in which to play, games to play, and imple-

ments or materials to play with.
V. Helping to care for surroundings at school, at home, and in

neighborhood of each.
VI. Taking part in fire drills.

VII. Contact with certain persons who represent the authority and
the service of organized society.

VIII. Taking part in patriotic ceremonies.
IX. Providing entertainments Or gifts for persons who need good

cheer.
X. Gardening work in the fall.

XI. Accidents and narrow escapes from accidents at home and on
the street.

XII. Arrival of new pupils at school.
XIII. Arrival of newcomers in the neighborhood.

38
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LESSONS IN CIVICS BASED ON THE FOREGOING
SITUATIONS.

GRADE III,

1. THE DAILY WALK TO AND FROM SCHOOL.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) See First and Second Grades (pp..12, 95) for mention of ex;

periences and observations on which lessons of caution and of cour-
tesy must still in this grade be based, as the need is shown.

(b) Seeing rubbish on the sidewalk and in the street.
(c) Seeing some streets, and some blocks of the same street, cleaner

and !nor attractive than others.
(d) Noticing rubbish cans on the sidewalk and street cleaners at

work.
(e) Dropping rubbish on the sidewalk or street, or putting it, into

one of the rubbish cans.

Z. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) See First Grade and Second Grade (pp. 12, 25) for lessons of

caution and courtesy which occasions will show are still needed in
this grade.

(b) Comparison of "the pleasantest block you have ever' seen"
with less attractive ones. What makes the block you have t'hOsen
so pleasant? Is it clean (among other things) Who keeps it so?
What is done with the rubbish? What have you noticed unpleasant
about the appearance of the street or sidewalk on some other blocks?
Does any street cleaner work there? Just what does he do? What
then is the trouble? Could we do anything about it? (In the
school building and on the playground the children not only are
required to dispose properly of their own rubbish, but are encouraged
to pick up what others carelessly drop. On the street, it seems, for
sanitary reasons, wiser to leave the latter work to the man who is
prepared to do it properly and safely. No doubt if the need arises
for such remedy, older children, efficiently orgiAnized under the lead-
ership of a careful and competent grown person, can " clean sup"
a neighborhood, and both give and receive benefit in the doing.
With little children, however, the emphasis should be placed on
refraining from littering the streets with things which they wish

ssa
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to rid themselves of : Specifically, papers that they. are city tying away
from school, nut shells, banana skins, orange skins, old ir ribbons,
etc. They can be taught to poke fruit skins dropped by others out
of the way, for the safety of passers-by, and to 'use a pointed stick
to pick up papers in the immediate vicinity of their own houses.
3. Methods of teaching:

_(a) See First Grade and Second Grade (pp. 12, 25) for suggestion
of methods to be followed, to be adapted in details, of course, to the
greater age of the children. Both dramatizations and written com-
positions become more elaborate.

To illustrate dramatization:
Characters: Two street cleaners. Seene: Corner of kSpotless Street and

Careless Street. The two street cleaners exchange views. `rite Careless. Street
cleaner tells how tired hi! Is; no one SeellIS to care whether the street Is clean
or not ; people throw things out of windows; boys scatter the street litter after
It is plied up; people put garbage and rubbish on the sidewalk at all hours of
the day; he is going to give up, and get another Job. Spotless Street cleaner
offers sympathy and tells what a nice time he has. Every one helps; rubbish
is placed in the waste cans; no one ever throws anything out of the window; etc.

To illustrate composition work:

A Clean Street.

ANN!

We went for a walk this morning. We walked along Broad Street. I like
the street because It Is clean.

There were no papers on the sidewalk. There ere no boxes, nor,toys, nor
baby carriages on the stoops..

Jennie Jones lives on Broad Street. She likes to live there. She says the
people try to keep the street clean.

A Street Cleaner.

We saw a street cleaner. He had a broom and a big shovel. He brushes the
dirt on to the shove). lie places It in little pit& The curt comes and takes the
plies of dirt away.

He wears a write uniform. Ile works at taking away dirt. Ile wants fo
keep cletin. He has to have a uniform that will wash.

He likes to work on Br( td Street. He says It Is easy. Th? people there
help him. They do not throw rubbish out of the windows. They 'put paper and
fruit skins in the rubbish cans. All streets are nab like that. All people do nut
help him.

4. Reaultl to be worked for: .

(a) See.First Grade (p. 13) for results that still need to be worked
for in this grade.

(b) Appreciation of neatness and attractiveness in a street as well
as in the more limited areas of house and yard.

(c) Appreciation of the street cleaner's labor.
(d) Feeling of sharing responsibility for the care of the street.
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II. RIDING IN STREET CARS, UNACCOMPANIED BY ADULTS.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Boarding a car.
(1,) Leaving a car.
(0 Riding in a crowded car.

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) Before you try to boarili a car find out where it.stops. Cars

usually stop at the near side of a cross street which has another car
line. They stop wherever there is a sign, Trolley car station, or cart
stop here.

(h) To signal a car to stop, walk toward the track as the car comes
near, and raise your hand. .

(c) To hoard a car, take hold of the grip handle with your right
hand and step on board the car quickly-. The conductor will then
ring two bells, and the car will go on.

(4) Do not run for a car. You may trip, fall, and be run over. It
is better to wait foil' the next car.

(c) Watch out for automobiles and wagons when signaling or
boarding a car.

(f) When you wish to get off, signal the conductor. lie will ring
one bell, and the car.will stop.

(!i) To get off a car, face the way the car is going,, take hold of the
grip handle with the left hand, and step off quickly. If the con-
ductor rings two hells before you are off, stand still. Two bells is the
signal for the car to start. If it starts while you are getting off, you
will fall and be hurt.

(h) Watch out for automobiles and wagons while getting off a
car and crossing to the sidewalk.

(i) Watch out for other cars and automobiles when crossing be-
hind the car you have left.

(j) The polite, kind person will take up no more space in a car
than is necessary, will move up to make room for a newcomer, and
will neither sit sideways nor kneel on the seat to look out of the
window.

(k) It is not polite for a child to remain seated while any woman,
or any man Who is elderly or not well and strong, has to stand.

3. Methods of teaching:
(a) Conversational lessons.

To illustrate:
Call upon the children to tell about instances which they know of street car.

accidents. In commwiiing on these stories supply any of the Information out-
lined above (2, a to k) which the children are ynable to give. Lead them
to formulate safety rules, each beginning with "'Never." The resulting list
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of rules may be similar to that published by the street car company or com-
panies of the city in which the school la situated; for example, the one pub.
fished by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company':

Never jump on or off a moving car.
Never stand on the car step.
Never put your head or hands out of the ear window.
Never get off a car facing the rear.
Never fall, on leaving n car, to look out for passing wagons and automobiles.
Never run in front a passing car.
Never "'hitch on" or steal rides behind street cars or wagons.
Never play on the car tracks.
never forget to look out for other cars, automobiles, or wagons when you

pass behind a car.
Never.take chances.

(b) es (involving reading and language lessons).

To i

t
rate:

Let the children copy from the blackboard the brief safety rules that have
been formulated by the class. One rule only should be written on each slip
of paper, though the same rule may be written 1,11 several slips. Only slips
which are easily legible can be used. Collect the slips in a box. Let each
child draw one. Let the children stand about the room in a circle, and each
In turn read aloud the rule tie has drawn and add to It a reason ; e. g., Never
get off a car facing the rear, because if the car starts it will throw you on
your back. If A child is unable to read the rule or to add the reason, he
should pass the slip to the one who stands on his right, who then has two
rules to read and give reasons for. Whenever a child is able to rend 'n rule
and give a sensible reason for it, he earns the right to hold the slip on which
the rule is written. When everyone in the circle has had a turn, let the
children count the slips which they hold. The one who holds the largest
number is the winner, or there way be several winners.

(c) Dramatization.
To illustrate:
Two rows of chairs facing each other may do duty for the car. Have tw

scenes, the first showing the car on the way to No Manners Town and the sec-
ond showing the car on the way to Courtesy Center. In the No Mannei-s Town
car the passengers sit spread out and sideways, and one kneels on the seat with
feet sticking out into the middle of the car. Passengers enter: a woman with
a baby, an old man, a lame person with a crutch. No one pays any attention.
The newcomers remain standing; one of them trips over the projecting feet and
says, " I beg your pardon," but receives no answer.

Call for volunteers to fill the Courtesy Center car. They sit straight, with
feet flat on the floor. A woman enters, and every one moves up to make room
for her. A woman with a baby enters. A boy rises, lifts his cap, and says,
"Take my seat." The woman says, "Thank you," and sits down. A lame man
enters; a girl gives him her seat. An old man enters; a boy gives up his seat.
No one forgets to thank another for a courtesy done hint or to apologize for
on inconvenience. caused by him. The audience may be called upon for com-
ments upon the behavior of the two sets of passengers and for a comparison
iolqine with the other.
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LResulte to be worked for:
(a) Knowledge of the precaitions which are necessary to prevent

street car accidents.
(b) Attitude of carefulness, but not of timidity, in riding in street

cars.
(e) Ability to read signs displayed on cars and in stations to cau-

tion the public.
(d) Interest in reading such signs and in thinking of the reasons

1 behind them.
(e) Knowledge of what is'courteous behavior in a street car.
(f) Desire to practice such behavior.

III. VISITING THE PARK AND THE LIBRARY.

1. Children'sexperiences and observations:
(a) Noticing the trees, grass, flowers, etc., in the park without

fully realizing their beauty or knowing the care needed to preserve
this beauty.

(b) Wishing to do things prohibited by the rules of the park.
(e) Seeing a building filled with many books which appear not

accessible and perhaps not even desirable.

Z. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) We enjoy the parr for many reasons; among them for its

beauty.
(b) To make and keep the park beautiful requires much work

and care.
(c) The park belongs in part to us, and we must help to keep it

beautiful.
(d) The library is for our use and enjoyment. that we may read

interesting books there and take them homemore books than we
can afford to buy.

(e) If we are to use and enjoy the library we must learn and must
follow its rules for being quiet, for taking out books, for returning
them, etc.
3. Methods of teaching:

(a) Visiting the park and the library, as a class, or in smaller
groups, accompanied by the teacher.

(b) Informal conversational lessons based upon the observations
of all the class.

'o illuetrate: -

Do you like the park? Why do you like It? Do you thluk It Is a pretty.
place? What part did you think the most beautiful? What makes it beau-
tiful? Which trees look better, the trees on our street or the ones In the park?
Why do the park trees look better than the street trees? They bare more
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room to grow. The air and sunlight are not shut out from them by city
buildings. They are not injured, ns street trees are. How are street trees
injured? Wagons rub against their bark. Children climb them and break
their branches. Horses tear off leaves and break twigs. flow can we help
to keep the park trees looking healthy and give the street trees, too, a little
better chance? We can remember never to break ()ft twigs pr brunches, never
to cut the trees with knives, never to scatter rubbish around the roots.

Do youlike to look at a field or lawn covered with grass? Why does not.
grass grow on pathways? l'eople walk on the pathways and tramp down the
grass. Have you seen signs on the grass in some places loathe park? What
was on these signs? "Keep off the Grass. Why are we- asked to keep off the
grass? We are asked to keep off so as to give the grass a 'chance to grTv.

Why should people not throw papers or rubbish on the walks or the lawns
in the park? Which looks better, a green field with only grass and trees it,

or a field sprinkled with lunch papers, boxes, fruit skins, etc.? Where should
all these things be placed?

How many like the lake In the park? Why does It remind you of a mirror?
What can you see in it? Would you like a mirror with spats oil over it? Who
we saw the lake, there were spots on It. What were they? Papers, an orange
skin, the cover of of box, etc. Would the lake have looked prettier had they
not been there? Were the people who threw these things Into the lake good
Americans? Why not? Good Americans try to keep the park beautiful. They
remember it does not belong to one of theni, but to all of them. We own the
park. We were there today. To-morrow some other owners will be there. We
must keep the park beautiful ftir them. They must leave the park beautiful
for others.

What work must he done In the park? Trees and flowo must be planted
and cared for. Paths must be swept, and lawns mowed al raked. All these
must be protected trots injury by the careless. Men must collect rubbish scat-
tered by bad citizens. Policemen mast be there to help citizens who need help.
Sometimes ti ere is a runaway, horse and a mounted policeman must steep it.
Often there are children lost, and the policeman must help them to find their
parents. The park needs the work of a great many people. How can we help
all these workers?

(c.) Questioning those children who are already ir, the habit of,
visiting the park or the library in order (1) to inform the others and
(2) to clarify the ideas of all.

To illustrate:
How are the wild animals in the park kept from getting away? Is it a

wise thing to stand close to the animal cages? Why not? Do the animal
keepers want you to feed the animals? Why trot?

(2) Ask-several children to bring to school their library cards. Call upon
them to read the information upon the cards, and to tell, a little about some
books they have borrowed and liked. Let the cards be passed around, and ask
such questions as: Where is the nearest public Binary? Between what hours
are children admitted? What must you do to get a card? What Is the card
for? How long can you keep a book? Why must you take great care of the
book? Is there a place at home 'where you can safely leave the library book
while you are in school? Is the library. clean? Is it quiet? Why must tt be
kept clean and quiet? How many who have not beeu to the library would like
to go? How many would like to take out books? 1
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(d) Oral and written lessons in sentence making.
(c) Dramatization.-

t. Results to be worked for:
(a) Appreciation of the beauties to be enjoyed in well-kept

grounds.
(b) Respect for public property.
(c) Respect for the caretakers of public property, appreciation of

their work, and wire to cooperate witkthem.,
(d) Desire to use the public library and knowledge of how to do so.

V
IV. CHOOSING PLACES IN WHICH TO PLAY, GAMES TO PLAY, AND

IMPLEMENTS OR M4TEZIALS TO PLAY WITH.

See Second Grade, under III and IV (pp. 27, 28).

V. HELPING TO CARE FOR SURROUNDINGS AT SCHOOL, AT HOME,
AND IN NEIGHBORHOOD OF EACH.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) At school : (1) Noticing the appearance of different class-

rooms in the school building and of the coat rooms, toilet rooms,
stairways, hallways, basement, and playground. .(2) Sharing with
others the responsibility for the appearance of their own classroom
and the other parts of the which they the
use of city property: Books, materials for work, furnishings,. water,
and artificial light.

(h) At home : (1) See Second Grade, V, 1, d (p. 30). (2) No-
ticing the appearance of doorsteps, stairways, and fire escapes in the
neighborhood and using those of their own house for various pur-
poses. (3) Seeing rubbish, ashes, and garbage collected.

(c) In the neighborhood : (1) Cluttering the sidewalk or seeing
it cluttered by others. (2) Being careless of neighborhood property
or seeing the results of others' carelessness.

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:

(a) (1) Care of classroom, coat room, toilet room. See First
Grade, III, 2, a to a (p. 14), and V, 2, a to q (p. 16), for necessary
review as occasions arise. (2) The hest citizens are the ones who
are the most careful not to litter public places (stairways, hallways,
basement, or playground), and who are the most willing to clear away
anything left by others who have been careless. (3) The city lends us
these books, materials, furnishings. The better condition we keep
them in, the less money the city will have to spend in renewing them,
and the more Money it will be able to spend for other things that we
need or want, and that other people need or want. If we waste Water.
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gas, or electricity in this building, we waste the city's money ; that is,
we throw away chances to have things that we and other people want
and need. Always report water running or light burning unneces-
sarily at school or at home.

(b) (1) We all like to live in comfortable and beautiful houses and
rooms. No room can be comfortable or beautiful till it is first clean,
next orderly, and finally arranged by some one to give others pleasure.
The children of a family can do almost as much as the grown people
toward milking every room in the house (apartment, flat) comf9rt-
able and even beautiful.. (2) Why houses are not beautiful, why
they are. not safe, unless doorsteps, stairways, and fire escapes are

'clear and clean. What one purpose these should serve. What other
places we can find for other purposes. (3) What three kinds of
things have to be thrown away in each of our houses (ashes, rubbish,
garbage). Why each family can not rid itself of this waste. How
the city helps each family to get rid of it. Why we must have the
waste ready for the collectors, each kind in a separate container.
(The different use or disposition made by the city of each kind of
waste and the consequent work of each collector will show the harm
dove by mixing kinds.) Why garbage cans must be kept covered.
How all of us can (help; iu families where the grown people are very
busy, the children most of all.

(c) A' neighborhood, like a house, can be clean and erderly or so
dirty and cluttered that no careful person likes to live there. We like
good neighbors. Kifi'd people? Yes. Also careful people who have
good taste and good manners. To have good neighbors we must be
good neighbors. Good neighbors try to keep the sidewalks of the
neighborhOod clean and clear of everything; to keep the buildings
and the walls, the electric light poles, etc.,,free of marks and in good
condition, just as we try to keep our school building and yard in
good condition.
3. Methods of teaching:

(a) Appointment of " housekeepers" to help in keeping classroom,
coat room, and toilet room clean and orderly ; of " commissioners" to
do the same in case of hallways, stairways, basement, and playground;
and of monitors to distribute and collect books and materials for
work, also 'occasionally to ins them and report upon their con-
dition.

(b) Informal conversational lessons.
(c) Oral and written lessons in sentence making.
(d) Dramatization.

4. Results to be worked for
(a) Appreciation of clean, orderly, and attractive surroundings
(b) Consideration for the comfort of all who work, play, and,

live in the same surroundings,



7(c) Habits of 'orderliness and cleanliness.
(d) Knowledge that city property and supplies cost money, and

that damaging or wasting such causes loss to every citizen.
(e) Habits of carefulness and thrift.
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VI. TAKING PART IN FIRE DRILLS.

See Second Grade, under II and VI (pp. 26, 31).

VII. CONTACT WITH CERTAIN PERSONS WHO REPRESENT THE
AUTHORITY AND THE SERVICE OF ORGANIZED SOCIETY.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) See Second Grade, VII, 1, a (p. 32). Also observing some

policemen standing, apparently unoccupied, on street corners' or
along the line of a parade; others on foot or on horseback patrolling
the streets in a leisurely manner.

(b) Receiving help and directions from the janitor at school and
from caretakers.of other public buildings, parks, playgrounds, etc.

(c) Sec first Grade. 'VII, 1, c (p. 18).
(S) See VII, 1; d, under both First Grade and Second Grade

(pp. 18, 32)
(e) See 'VII, 1, e, under both First Grade and Second Grade

(pp. 18, 32)
Also receiving and. sending parcels by post.
(f) .$ee Second Grade, VII, 1, f (p. 32). Also being sent home

from school, or seeing fellow pupils sent home, after examination by
the school doctor.

(g) See Second Grade, VII, g (p. 32).
(h) See Second Grade, II,,1, a, c, d (p. 26). Alho probably hav-.

ing at some time seen firemen at work on the outside of a burning
`building. ,

(i) Finding some one in charge of the books and of the enforce-
ment of the rules at the public library:

(j) See I, 1, b to c (p. 39).
(k) See V, 1, b (3) (p. 45).

2. Teacher's interpretation and eplargement:
(a) Policeman. See Second Grade, VII, 2, a (p. 32). for review.

You have been talking of policemen who arA hard at work directing
traffic, etc. But you have seen some policemen who do not seem to
be doing much. What is not by "a patrolman's beat"? What is
a patrolman watching for all the time that he is on his beat?
Chances (1) to prevent accidents or other harm, like theft or setting
of fires; (2) to give help wherever people need it; (3) to prevent or
stop any sort of disorder-='-that is, the breaking of any of the laws
that are made to keep the city clean and its people safe and comfort-
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able. Policemen watch keenly, and when they 84, an chance to
prevent trouble from coming or to help people from trouble
often run-great risks and do great service by per orming their E,i4y.
They are repeatedly called upon to use .good jud ent, good temper,
great strength and endurance, and unhesitating courage. They pro-
tect and help all citizens, except criminals. All citizens, except
criminals,-hve every reason for /respecting, obeying, and helping
the policemen of the city.

(h) Caretakers. )Public buildings like schools, libraries, office
buildings, or moving-picture houses, and other public places like
parks, playgrounds, or recreation piers, need many caretakers to
keep them clean, orderly, and comfortable or pleasant for the use
of the public. These caretakers can do the best work only when
theare helped by the public for whom they work; tluit is, by Each
one of us who uses any public place. 'We can help them by paying
attention to all requests which they make of us, by using politeness
in all requests which we make of them: by reading and mindin all
signs posted for oar guidance,. and by thinking always 10) we
should wish from the public if we were the caretakers.' (c) Teachers. See First Grade;VIII 2, c1 p. 18).

(d) The principal of this school. See VII, 2, d, under both First
Grade and Second'Grade (pp. 18, 32).

(e) Postmen. See Second Grade; VII, 2 e (p..32), for review.
Some of the ways in which postmen take great pains to keep our
letters and parcels safe and deliver them promptly to the right per-
sons: Make theic,rounds regularly; walk briskly; arrange letters in
packages in,,order of ry to save-time; guard mail against being
lost or stolen or injured b posure to the weather or,in any, other
way. Some of the ways in w ich we can work with the postman and
414649tistmaster and his clerks at the office: Wrap and tie parcel;
securely; write addresses plainly; always put on a return address;
ilways,find out the number of stampsrequired; send Christmas pres-
ents and other holiday mail early; never delay thepostman on his
rounds.
".` (f) Medical inspectors. See Second Grade, VII, 2, f (p.;3), for
review. Are children ever sent home by the doctor when they,, don't
feel very sick and would rather stay in school? Why is this? Be-
cause they have some disease that would otherwise be given to the
rest of us. Why must their brothers and sisters also stay at home
and their house be placarded to keep people from going in and out?
Because people who are not sick themselves can carry disease germs
which are too tiny to be seen but give disease to other people. It is

'hard for one person to be sick; it is worse for many people to take'
the disease from him. Medical' inspects:ire know better than we do
how to prevent the spread of disease. We must all report sickness

AP 6
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to them and obey their directiAns very carefully, iipse we be
guilty of causing others to be ill, perhaps even to die.

(g) School or city nurses. See Second Grade, VII, 2, g (p. 33).
(7i) Firemen. See Second Grade, II, 2, a to i (p. 26), foi review.
(i) Librarians, Among the may, many books in the public

library we never could find the ones we wanted unless there were
'some one to help us. The librarians know just where every book
is and will find for us the one we want, or if we do not know
exactly what book we do want, they will help us to find out that.
They knoW what is in each book, as well as what books are on the
shelves, and they can often show us some very interesting picture,
or story that we know ng about. They are glad to do ,this,
too, for they like to ha e us come to the library i id enjoy the
books. They try to make he' reading ro-iirn\it pleasant ace, quiet
enough for people to read a d, study there. Of course on ople

-v ho know how to behave in si a room can 1 ave the privilege of
using it.

(j) Street cleaners. See I, 2, b (p. 39).
(le) City collectors of waste. See V, 2, b (3), (p. 46). These

men are doing hard work and useful work. We could not keep our
houses.fit to live in if it were not for the work they do. We must,
not make their work harder or cause the city more expense by any
carelessness of ours in getting the waste ready for collection. We
must do Our job well if we expect them to do theirs well.

3. Methods of teaching:
(g) See Second Grade, VII, 3, a to c (p. 33).
(b) Making a class scrap book. The book may be made from

heavy wrapping paper; the sheets fastened together with brass
fasteners, and the cover made of cardboard or cartridge paper. It
may be filled with stories and pictures which illustrate the Work of
any class of public servants being studied. A fire departtnefil book
with its pictures of fire fighting apparatus and its stories of heroic
rescues by firemen will probably be the, most popular. Children
will bring a wealth a material cut from newspapers and magazines,
and every child will regard it as a privilege to be allowed to use
spare moments pasting the accepted cuttings into the book or exam/
ining the pages prepared by others. Such a book' makes an attractive
gift, acceptable to other childten, or even to older people who are
confined to the bed and need books .that are not fatiguing to handle
or to look at
4. Results to be worked for:

(a) Policemen. See Second Grade, VII, 4, a (p. 34). Also some
appreciation of the variety of ways in which the police of the city are
of use to its citizens: ,
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(b) Caretakers. Appreciation of their work shown by a disposi-
tion to assist rather than to hinder it. -

(c) Teachers. See First Grade, VII, 4, c (p. 20).
(d) Principal. See'First Grade, VII, 4, d (p. 20).
(e) Postmen. See Second Grade, VII, 4. e (p. 34)., Also other

bits of cooperation with these representatives of the Government.
(f) Medical inspectors. . See Second Grade, VII, 4, f (p. 34).

Also willingness to submit to regulations concerning contagious dis-
ease.

(g) School or city nurses. See Second Grade, VII, 4, g (p. 34).
(h) Firemen.. See Second Grade, II, 4, b (p. 27), and VII, 4,

(p. 34).
(i) Librarians. Desire to receive their help in matters pertaining

Itto books and reading.
(j) Street cleaners. See I, 4, c, d' (p. 40).
(k) Collectors of waste. Disposition not to hinder their work.

VIII. TAKING PART IN PATRIOTIC CEREMONIES.

1. Childreifs experiences and observations:
See VIII, 1, a to c, under Loth First Grade and Second Grade (pp.

20, 34).
2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:

(a) See VIII, 2, a to c, Under both First Grade and Second Grade
(PP. 20), 35).

(5) Could you have marched well without leader? Did you
need a hider to make the flag drill a success? What did the leader
need to know? What did he have to do? What did all the rest have
to do? Grown up people have leaders, too. The soldiers in the
parade had one. The whole army has a general who is its leader.
The whole countrythat is, all the soldiers, all the sailors, all the
people at home and at business places, all the children, toothe whole
country has a leader, the President of the United States. All the
people of the country are never really marching together, of bourse,
but they are doing many things together for which they have to lave
a leader. They choose their leader, as you often choose yours. Then
loyal citizens follow their leader until it is time to choose another,
and they try to help him make everything come out right, just as
you do with your leader.
3. Metiks of teaching:

(a) See First Grade, VIII, 3, a to c (p. 20) ; Second Grade, VIII,
8, b, (p. 35).

(b) Questions and comments on the 'parades which the children
have watched and the marches and drills in which they, have taken
part.
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(a) See First Grade, VIII, 4,sa to c- (p. 21).
(b) See Second Grade, VIII, 4, b (p. 35).
le) Beginnings of an understanding of what is involved in leader-

ship and in loyal cooperation.

IX. PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENTS OR GIFTS FOR PERSONS WHO
NEED GOOD CHEER.

See First Grade, under IX (p. 21)' Also, Third Grade, VII, 3, b
(p. 19).

X. GARDEN WORK IN THE FALL.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Finding the garden full of flowers on theii return to school

in the fall.
(b) Picking flowers for their schoolroom, to carry home, au to

give away.
(e) Comparing plants to find the best.
(d) Marking the best flower heads.
(c) Making seed trays of heavy paper.
(j) Harveiting seeds.
(q) Drying seeds in trays.
(h) Cleaning seeds.
(i) Labeling seeds and storing them in bottles or tin boxes for

planting the following spring in home gardens. .
2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:

(a) Have you noticed how beautiful our garden is this fall? Some
one must have done much good wprk there since we left it in June.
(If the eare of the garden has been taken through the vacation by
volunteer groups of children working with a garden supervisor, an
interesting conversationaldesson may consist of reports of their work
from these children, with opportunities for questions from the other
children.) Now we will visit the garden to see all the changes that

.have taken place'there and to pick the flowers that are waiting for us.
(b) See Second Grade, X, 2, rand g (p. 36).
(a) 'Who would think that these flowers could come from those

little, hard, dry seeds that-Ave planted last spring? Moreover, is it
not wonderful that these plants are now making new. seeds that in
turn will produce new plants to bear new flowers another summer?
Perhaps in your own home yard (roof or window bcix) there is some
pot where you would like to plant a few of these seeds and have a

re garden of your oWn. If you have the seeds ready to plant next
spring;.very likely your parents will let you try a little home
gardening.

.sa
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(d) Of course the best plants and the best flowers will make The
best seeds. Let us Select the flowers which are prettiest and most
nearly perfect, mark these, and leave them to do the work of produe.
ing seeds that we may have flowers like them in our gardens next
summer. .

(e) The seeds are now ready for harvesting, we have made the
trays in which to dry them, and eaeh one who can -may bring from
home small bottles or tin boxes in which to store them for the winter.
We must clean them carefully and label them plainly in order that
we may know next spring just what we are planting. When neat
spring comes we can have gardens without spending any money for
seedsthis year's garden has given us these.
3. Methods of teaching:

(a) Observation lessons on comparison of different plants and of
different flower heads to determine points of excellence; also on st..ed'
formation

(b) Dictation exercises in paper folding for the construction of
seed trays.

(c) Lessons in cleaning seeds and in washing and drying the bot-
tles or tin boxes to be used for storing; also on preparing and print.
ing labels. For points in method see Second Grade, X, 3, e (p. 37).

(d) Reports as imSecond Grade, X, 3, f (p. 37).
(e) Conversational lessons as in Second Grade, X. 3, q (p. 37).
(f) Correlation with other studies as in Second Grade, X. 3, A

(1), (2), (3), (5) (p. 37). Also number workmeasurements for
seed trays.

4. Results to be worked for:
(a) See Second Grade, X, 4, a to d (p. 38).
(b) Knowledge of the cycle of plant life.
(c) Recognition of the opportunity to utilize natural resources by

the exercise of foresight and thrift.

XI. ACCIDENTS AND NARROW ESCAPES FROM ACCIDENTS AT
. HOME AND ON THE STREET:

I. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Making narrow escapes themselves from accidents.
(b) Knowing of accidents which have happened to members of

their families, to acquaintances, and to strangers.

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) Most accidents happen because somebody "didn't think."
(b) Every accident has a cause.
(a) In most cases we can prevent the accident by thinking before.

' band about the cause. -
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11. Methods of teaching:
(a) Informal conversational lessons whenever a serious accident

of interest to any member of the class comes to the knowledge of the
teacher.

(I)) Composition lessons using material before discussed or stories
furnished at the time by the children. In thest lessons true stories
of accidents are told by the children and written on the blackboard
by the teacher. Beside each story the teacher writes a question.
Individual answers to this question are written on paper by the chil-
dren. These are read aloud, and the best one of them is selected to
be written on the board at the close of the story.

7'o illustrate:
A girl was looking for her best shoes. She kept them

la a dark closet. She took some matches with her. She
struck the matches while she was looking for the shoes.
A skirt caught tire. The girl's clothett got on tire. She.
was badly burned.

One day my little sister was In the bedroom. She
(comb a match. She lit it. Then she dropped it on her
dress. The dress flawed up. Mother threw Jennie on
the bed.' and wrapped the blankets-round her. The tire
was out in a minute. Mother.spanked Jennie.

A neighbor of,mine was burned. They think she will_
die. She lit the gas range. She turned away to do
something else. She was too near the range. Her dress
took tire. She ran out iuto the hall to get help.

One day my aunt left my cousin Rebecca to cook
the dimmer. She was going to roast some meat. She lit
the oven burners. In a few minaigs there was an erplo-
sion. The oven door was bhWn off. Rebecca was
knocked down.

When I was a very little girl I washed my doll's
drefnit. One day I hung a dress to dry on a line over
the gas range. Mother did not see it. She lit the
burner. The dress caught fire.

Tom was going to see his aunt. The car passed Just
as he got to the corner. He ran after It. He tried to
jump on. His foot slipped off the step. His leg went
under the ear. .The wheels crushed It.

A little girl on our block was killed last week. She
was playing In the street with another little girl. She
ran across the street. She dill not see the car coming.
The motorman tried to stop the car. He felt very sorry.
He had children or his own.

What did she wish
she loot dune?

Why ad Id mother
spank Jennie?

When she found
her dress was on

whatshould she
have done?

What had Rebecca
forgotten to do?

Who was to blame
for this aceident?

What does Tom
wish be had done?

Why Could he not
stop the cart
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Kate Is absent to-day. Yesterday she went to see her Whit will Kate do
married sister. She came home in the car. She started the next time she-gets
to get off the car. She took hold of the grip handle with off u oar?
her right hand. She faced the back of the cur. The car
started just as she got off. She fell .on her face. Her
nose, forehead, and chin were cut. She was so fright-
ened that she never, wants to see a cur again. She is lu
bed to-day.

4. Results to be worked for:
, (a) Intelligence in 9-acing Cause from effect.

(b) 4ctual decrease in the number of avoidable accidents in the
home and on the streets of the city.

XII. ARRIVAL OF NEW PUPILS AT SCHOOL

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Being conscious of possessing knowledge of surroundings,

regulations, etc., not possessed by the newcomers.
(b) Noticing differences between themselves and the newcomers;

in manners, perhaps; in habits of speech, perhaps; in playground
practices, without doubt.
2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:

(a)
new

do you know about this building and this school which
these new pupils have not yet had a chance to learn?

(1) The plan of the building: situation of entrances, exits,
halls, stairways, rooms, and uses of each.

(2) What the fire drill is for and its rules.
(3) Rules for moving about the building, for using school

furnishings, material, etc.
(4) The name ana the street address of our school. The name

of its principal, of the teachers with whom the new pupil* come
into contact, of the janitor, of the school nurse. Sonic of the
things that each of these does.

(5) How we keep the building and playground clean and
attractive.

All these things you are able to show or to tell the ne* pupils, and
they are eager to learn. You shall have plenty of chances. Now
let us see just what the chances will be, and who will make good
teachers.

(See "Methods of teaching" enumerated below.) .

(b) In different neighborhoods (cities, sections of the country, or
countries) people have somewhat different ways of speaking, of play-
ing, of being polite. It is pleasant to learn about their ways and to
show them our ways. Then each of us knows of more ways than
before to enjoy himself and mike himself agreeable to others, and
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we can all choose some of the very best ways known anywhere.
What games shall we choose first to show the new pupils at recess?
Later we shall like to learn some new games from them.

3..Methods of teaching:
(a) Class exercises in which the new pupils, aided by the teacher,

ask questions, and the other pupils give the answers. The answers
should be well-framed sentences, and may be oral or may be written

on the blackboard. . .

(b) Appointment of children, individually and in committees,
to show the new pupils about the building, to explain the fire drill,.
acquaint them with certain rules, etc.

(c) A class review of the reasons for fire: drills and the regula-
tions governing them. (See VI under 'Both First Grade and Sec-
ond Grade, pp. 17, 31.)

4. Results to be worked foe:
(a) On the part of the new pupils, a prom4, and pleasant induc-

tion into the life and customs of the school.
(b) On the part of the other pupils:

(1) An increased interest and pride in the equipment, rules,
and customs of the school, and a clearer knowledge of them.

(2) An attitude of hospitality and liberality toward new com-
panions.

XIII. ARRIVAL OF NEWCOMERS IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Being asked the way to near-by placesbuildings, streets,

squares. the Spark, etc.
(h) Coming in contact with unfamiliar habits, standards, man-

ners, in playing with the children of Sew neighbors.
(c) Noticing how new neighllors keep their premiseslire escapes,

ash barrels, etc.
2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:

(a) If you were at the corner of--(mentioning a place in a ,
part of the city unfamiliar to the class), should you know how to go
to--(mentioning a well-known building) ? Why not? What
would you have to ask some one? (In which direction, how many
blocks, which -way to turn, how many blocks, which way the num-
bers run on that street, etc.) This information would help you very
much, wouldn't it? How many could give such information to a
stranger inquiring his way in our neighborhood? How many could,
do it so courteously that the stranger would think " There is no
neighborhood in this city where children are better bred." Let us
see who can. (Then follows a dramatized lesson.)
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(b) Though we must always be polite to strangers, answering their
questions pleasantly, we must never go ourselves or let younger
children go anywhere with any stranger. %

(c) -Just as new pupils have some things to learn about our school
and also bring some good ideas and habits of their own that we can
learn from them, so children who have just " moved in " have some
things to learn about our neighborhood, and also bring with them
some suggestions worth while for us to take. We must be ready to
explain things they do not understand and to listen to the explana-
tion of their ideas.

(d) Not all new neighbors know what we know about how the city
helps us to prevent fires and to put thern.out and to keep our streets
clean. They wit] wish to learn where the nearest fire-alarm box is
and how to ring in the alarm. They may like to know why we try
to keep our fire escapes perfectly clear, where the ash collector will
expect to find the ash brute], why he does not collect the garbage
also. There are other things they may like to know about the way
the firemen and the. street cleaners work for us and the rules they
work by. If we see a chance to give this information politely, we
may save them from making some mistakes. Who can think of other
things new neighbors may like to know ? (Then follows a review of
information previously given the class NV- en talking over with them
a visit to.a fire-engine house (see Second Grade, II, 2 a to i, p. 26)
and our surroundings at home and in our neighborhood (see V, 2,
b, c, p. 46).

1. Methods of teaching:
(a) Representing the streets and buildings of the neighborhood

on the mind table.
(b) Informal conversational lessons.
(c) Reviewing former lessons from a new point of vigw, because

of a new purpose which lends new interest,.
(d) Dramatization.

To illtattrate:
Let two groups of children represent respectively new- neighbors and older

residents. Let members of the forMer group ask questions to be answered by
members of the latter group.

My brother climbed up on a street-light pole. The policeman made him get
down. What harm was he doing? Ile might have fallen and hurt himself..gnd
he might have broken the street lamp. The lump belongs to thecity. We need it
to make our street well lighted.

I do not underhand wify we can not keep the baby carriage on the sidewalk.
Why is'it? The sidewalk is not very wide. The baby carriage takes up room.
That is why we have a rule that no one can keep a baby carriage on the side-
walk.
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A dialogue between Tillie New Neighbor and Hattie Here Long:
HArrue. Your flowers are lovely, Tillie. but why don't you keep them on ik

window sill of the front room?
TiLLIE. Mother likes to look at them while she Is working in the kitchen.
HATrir.. The box is on the fire escape, isn't it?
TILLIE. Yes, there is plenty of mon, there.
HArrts. There is plenty of room, but probably you don't know that there Is

a law in 'this city against keeping things on the tire escape.
TILLIE. What is the reason for that?
HATTIE. You may need to use the escape some night, and the box might 'cause

you to trip and hurt yourself.
TILLIE. That Is a good reason. I will tell mother about it. Thank you,

Hattie, for telling me.
lisrrne. I am glad you will move the box. I should not like to see my

neighbor fined.
Tit.itt... Fined? Who would fine us?
HArris. The Fire Department inspectors come around to see that the fire

escapes are dear. Those who keep things on the fire escapes are summoned to

court. The Judge usually fines them.
TILLis. Excuse me. Hattie, for leaving you. going to put that box to the

front room now. We can't afford to pay fines.

4. Results to be worked for:
(a) Intelligent acquaintance with certain features of the secttn

of the city in which the children live-7direction of streets, chief places
of interest, etc.

(6) Pride in neighborhood standards of courtesy, neatness, etc.
(c) Attitude of helpfulness toward all neighbors, especially new

neighbors.
(d) Attitude of liberality and respect toward new acquaintances

whose standards, though different from their own, are not necessarily
lower.

(e) Actual improvement of neighborhood conditions through more
neighborly relations and stricter regard for city regulations.

a



SITUATIONS OF CIVIC SIGNIFICANCE TYPICAL*OF THE
FOURTH YEAR OF SCHOOL LIFE.

I. Receiving books and materials for' school work as loans frort

the city.
II. Riding in public conveyances.

III. Visiting public places.
IV. Choosing recreations and taking part.in them.
V. Helping to care for surroundings at school, at home, and in

neighborhood of each.
VI. Taking part in fire drills.
VII. Having atthntion called by some public occurrence to any of

the chief city officials, such as members of the council or
commission, or the mayor or city manager.

VIII. Taking part in the cel ration of a day dedicated to any
American patriot of group of patriots.

SIX. Providing entertai nt or gifts for persons who need good
cheer or writing letters to them.

X. Gardening at school or at home.
XI. Having younger children to cafe for at home and at schoOl.

XII. Arrival of new pupils or of visitors to the schooL
XIII. Having the opportunity to buy thrift stamps,



LESSONS IN CIVICS BASED ON THE FOREGOING
SITUATIONS.

GRADE IV.

I. RECEIVING BOOKS AND MATERIALS FOR SCHOOL WORK AS
LOANS FROM THE CITY.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Taking pleasure in receiving new books; disliking to use those

much warn or soiled.
(b) handling books carelessly, marking them, etc.
(c) Using more paver than necessary for written work.
(d) Using more material than necessary for different forms of

industrial work, art work, etc.
2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:

(a) It is being clean and whole that makes a new book more at-
tractive than an old one. Some people use books for a long time
and still keep them clean and whole. The city buys the books for
this school. It can not replace the books by new ones very often,
because the books cost a 'great deal of money. The city gets the
money for the books from the families that live in the city. Each
family pays something toward the expenses of our school when it
pays its taxes. Or if a family does not pay taxes for the house it
lives in, it pays rent, and when the owner of the house has to pay
a high tax, he charges' a high rent. If our school books or other
material cost too much, each family has to pa4 too much for its
house, store, etc., or else the city is obliged to economize, not buy-
ing for us other things that we need and want. If We keep these
books looking " like new," we shall enjoy them better while we use
them, the next class will find them more attractive, and the city will
have more money to spend for us without increasing what our fami-
lies have to pay on account of our wastefulness.

(b) Paper is such a useful material that we could not well get on
without it. Notice how many common things are made of paper
and in how many ways we use it. Because, it is so useful and be-
cause it costs much labor to make paper, it is expensive, and we must
use it carefully. If we think just what we mean to write, have the

69
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whole sentence in mind, before we write the first word of it, we shall
make fewer mistakes, and so spoil less paper. We must use enough
paper to make our written work look neat and well arranged, but no
more. We must not waste it.

(c) When we cut anything out by a pattern; if we first lay our
potern on the materiul planning carefully where to cut, we can make
much more out of the same quantity of material than we could if we
tut carelessly, or we can save more good material to be used another
time. If we are cutting by measurement, we can save by measuring
exactly what we mle. If we are mixing paints, it is wasteful to mix
more than we are likely to use, etc.

3. Methods of teaching:
(a) Conversational lessons on sets of new books when they are

first put into the hands of the class.
(b) Aiithmetic 1(_soni on the cost of books and m erials being.

used by the class.
(c) Class drill in the right way to open new woks without injury

to the bindings.
(d) Inspection by class officers of books being used.
(e) Competitive exercises in which the aim is to make objects of

standard size and excellence, using the least possible material.
(f) Competitive guessing at bow much paint needs to be mixed, or

other material prepared, for a definite purpose.
(g) If possible, a class visit to a paper mill.

4. Results to be worked for:

(a) Appreciation of the attractiveness of books that are new or
well preserved.

(b) Knowledge of how to keep books in good condItion.
(c) Knowledge of how to economize paper and other materials.
(d) A little information as to taxes and city expenditures.
(e) Realization of the advantages of an economical use of

materials.
(f) Habits of carefulness and thrift.

II. RIDING IN PUIILIC CONVEYANCES.
I. Children's experiences and observations:

. The use of street cars, earlier mentioned (see Third Grade, II,
1, p. 41) as a basis for lessons in caution and courtesy, is of course
continued in this grade, and to this experience the older children
are rapidly adding the use of subway, "elevated," motor bus, ferry-
boat, and even railroad train.

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
See Third Grade, 11,2, ak (p. 41), for mention- of specific lessons in

caution and courtesy which are still necessary in this grade. Other
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lessons of a similar character. are demanded by the widening experi-
ence of the children. For example: Lessons on the reasons for such
signs as, Passengers' not allowed to stand on the platform; po not
lean against the door; Spitting on the floor forbidden by law, and
the like; also lessens on the rights of fellow travelers which forbid
such practices as "elbowing" one's way through a crowd, talking
loudly in public,'etc.

1. Methods of teaching:
The inethodS suggested for the third grade (under II, 3. p. 41)

are appropriate here. The work in dramatization, however, will
nnturally be made less simple in character, and the problems set the
actors will challenge the interest and judgment of the elder chil-
dren of this higher grade.

To illustrate:
If you were a comloctor on a crowded subway train. why would you be

obliged to keep our passengers moving forward away from the doors? Hose
would you do this? Would you ever find that some people In the crowd were
thoughtless, others selfish? Would old people, lame people, small children,
seed special attention? Could we show all this In a little play called "A Scene
In the Subway "? I think from the way Victor answered the questions that
he would play well the part of the conductor. Who Is willing to play, for
just this one time, the part of a thoughtless passenger; of a selfish one? Who
mild like to represent n lame boy; n feeble old man? The other actors may
he jtuZI ordinary passengers who have good manners and are willing to help
the conductor and one another. Now, Victor, you may arrange your scene
and show us how this crowd should be managed.

4. Results to be worked for:
(a) Knowledge of the precautions which are necessary to prevent

accidents to the traveling, public.
(b) Attitude of carefulnesS, but not of timidity, in going about

.

the city.
(c) Interest in reading signs displayed to guard the safety and

convenienceof the traveling public, and in thinkinwof the reasons
behind such signs.

(d) Knowledge of what is courteous behavior in a public con-
veyance.

(c) Practice of such behavior.

III. VISITING PUBLIC PLACtS.

See Third Grade, III (p. 43), for suggestion of the sort of in-
*ruction which children need, and need to have reviewed, to aid them
In their use of parks and libraries. In'this grade such instruction
may be extended to include visits to museums, aquaria, art galleries,
or the like, and similar places of pleasure and education which the

c city, the State, or the Nation petivides for the public.
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IV. CHOOSING RECREATIONS AND TAKING PART IN THEM.

1. Chi ' experiences and observations:
(a) See Second Grade, III, 1 (p. 27), and IV, 1 (p. 29), for ex-

periences and observations typical of children in this grade also.
(b) Being self-limited to a narrow range of recreations.
(c) Spending too large a proportion of recreation time indoors.
(d) Seeing commercial amusements profusely advertised and hear-

ing more of them than an.y other form of recreation.
(e) Getting kom whatever money they spend on "shows" and the

like, less entertainment and benefit than might be got from the same
sum. .

(f) Taking part in competitive games and sports with a v1kriety
of attitudes toward competitors and toward rules.

, (q) Being lifeline(' always to play with the same small group,
or thoughtlessly to " leave out "certain children.
2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:

(a) See Second Grade, III, 2 (p. 28), and IV, 2 (p. 29), as occa-
sions and'opportunities arise for reviewing lessons there suggested,
'especially those in caution and in thrift.

(b) It is fine to know a great many kinds of outdoor games and
sports; also to know a variety of ways to entertain ourselves and
others when we are obliged to. spend our recreation time indoors.
Let us legrn as many aswe can from one another., ,

(c) What are the times that wean-0 obliged:to stay indoors?
(Hours tor school work, house work, etc.; after dark ; when it is very .

hot, and when it is very stormy.).
When- there is nothing-to prevent, are we glad to get, out of

doors? (There is more room to .play. We earl make more noise.
The games Fe play are more fun.' We like the grass in the park, or
thii snow, the trees, eta"'

Let us remember these things whenever our work is done afid our
Chance comes to go out of doors. Let us not stay indoors tinless -We
have a realty good reason for doing so.

(d) What are some of the pleasantest

4

things that ans. members of.
this class do ih an evening at home?. How many have brothers or
sisters to play games with? Woulikthey enjoy any of these we have
been playing at school? Would.yod like to.make, in our next period
for ificlustrial work, :Lome (halms or parcheesi board, for example)
watt you could have to play with at home? Most fathers and
mothers 11443 very interesting stories to tell. Dm you ask yours tA),

-tell stories to. you? I think they would enjoy the stories which you
-know .belong With the picturep in your scrapbook, etc.

(e) Do lie always have all the money we want to spend on enter-
tainmentt No; sometimes we have to wait until the money can be

,
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pared from other needs. Are there any ways in which we can have
'great deal of fun without, any.exgensef

(f) Do you always enjoy the " movies" or other " shim " as much
as you -expect to when you buy your ticket?' Do billboards, hand-
bills, and the like ever Pad you to expect better entertainment than
you get? Can you always tell by the name of the " star " whether
or not you will find the " picture" interesting? 'What. are some of
the ways in which we can really find out something about a show
before buying a ticket, and so guard against disappointment? Are
there some fine forms of entertainment or recreation (children's
plays, lessons in or riding, excursions about the city or to
the country or shore, etc.)which cost a great dear?' How many 'tick-
ets to cheap shoivs would it take to make up the price of one of these?
If you preferred the fine entertainment, in how short a time could
you save the money to treat yourself to it? In how short a time save
the money to share the treat with a friend?

(g) Did you ever enjoy a game in which you did not win? Why
did you enjoy the .game even though you failed to win? (We had
fun, anyway, We liked to see who could run fastest. It was fun to
gue.,;s where the button ivas. We liked, to try to touch the goal first,
etc.) Whether we win or not, it is the tiyi4g to do something that
others are tryingeto do which makes the chief pleasure of a game, is
it,not ? We like to try ourselves, and we like to watch the others try.
Why can we not win a game '(mentioning the particular' game in
which the children are at the time most interested) without keeping
its rules? What happeps if we bfeall 'a rule to gain a point? We
do not really gain the point, because the game is tondo the stunt while
keeping the rule.,' Anyone could do it without the rule. It probably
takes a good player to do it under the rule. The rules are what make
the fun of trying to play the Ome. Why do we object to playing
with a boy or girl who' does not " play fair"? (Because he spoils
the game. Because he does ir" mean " thing, a selfish thi:ig. &cause
Ke want evernne to have as good a chance as anyone else.)

(h) Howi many of this class know how to play games or do
'stunts" that others do not know ? How many could teach what
tlaiy know, and would like to do so? How many would like to learn.?
Holi_many pupils can you take this recess, John? How many for
you, William V

What girl in each row would like to play "hostess" this recess?'
A true hostess never thinks of herself, bait always tries to make all
her guests have a gOocilinle. With five rostesies on theeplayground
to.day, everybody ought to have an espicially good time,,etc.

3. Methods of teaching:
(4 Frequent, though not invariable, participation by the teacher

in the4ildren's playground activities.
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(b), Interest shown by the teacher at other times than recast in
all the children's recreational activities.

(c) Teaching new games, .plays, sports, and accomplishments; in
every way working in positive directions instead' of prohibiting what
the children are doing or may wish to do.

(d) Telling or reading stories, true or, fictitious, of play that is
interesting, inventive, beneficial.

(e) Infermal conversational lessons on the immediate, lively play
interests of the children. (See suggestions under 2, p.62.)

(f) Composition- work following conversations (as in e) and as-
sisted by definite questions from the teacherquestions the answers
to which make up a unified paragraph.

(g) Correlation with marnial or industrial training, drawing,
physical training, literature, music: Making aids to home amuse-
ments, or cultivating accomplishments to be practiced for the pleas-
ure of home people.

(It*Correlation with arithmetic: Such problems as are indicated
under 2, f (p. 63).
4. Results to be worked for:

(a) Interest in a variety of recreations.
(b) Desire to play out of doors whenever practicable.
(c) Interest in home recreations.
(d) Realization that there is much fun to be had without expense.
(e) Practice of considering, before paying for entertainment, the

question of gettink the worth of one's money.
(f) Respect for " the rules of the game " (one form of " law ").
(y) Practice and ideals of honesty and fairness in competition.
(h) Practice and ideals of hospitality and generosity in real-

r tion.

V. HELPING TO CARE FOR SURROUNDINGS AT SCHOOL, AT HOME,
AND IN NEIGHBORHOOD OF EACH.

. -

See Third Grade, under V (p. 45), for suggestion of lessons which
still in this grade need to be taught as occasions and opportunities.
arise. As the children grow older and better able to assume a respon-
sible share in the work of caring for their surroundings, it is neces-
sary that ,instruction be more specifically 'adapted to the needs of
tht homes in the particular neighborhood from which the children
in each class come; but always, whatever phase of housekeeping is
beinglaught, there is a civic aspect to be emphasized: For example,
in one neighborhood it may be.defirahle, because of home conditions,
to explain the reasons for the painiptaken to keep the toilet rooms of
the school building abselualy clean, and to teach in detail the mess-
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urea necessary to this end. In connection with this there will
estuYally go a brief and general account of the system wItich the
city has provided for the disposal of"sewage, with emphasis on its
cost and on the fact that the best service of the system for the health
of all the people of the city depends on the care which is taken of
the toilet rooms and the plumbing in every private house and every
public building throughout the city. In another neighborhood it
may be more useful to spend the time on a study of " dust and its
dangers," teaching the best ways of dusting a room and of caring
for the dust cloths, explaining why there is a city ordinance against
beating rugs on roof tops or in back yards, and lending the children
to appreciate that there is such tithing as city housekeeping in which
each family has some part. Whatever direction the teaching shall
take, every opportunity must, of course, be seized to establish the
desirable practices in school and out.

VI. TIRING PART IN RAE DRILLS.

By the fourth. year of school life the purpose and the importance
of the school fire drill should be well understood. However, there
is, of course, need to continue its 'practice with all the care necessary
to secure the highest efficiency; and, for the effect both upon the
children's " morale " in drilling and their caution at home, it will
be found useful to bring forward. again many of the facts and ex-
planations that are suggested .,for the second grade, under II, 2
(p7 26), and VI, 2 (p. 31). Ili addition to this review, information
should be given in this grade on other-matters which the children
are now old enough to have personal responsibility for; for example,
How to buy matches, Where to keep kerosene, ,How to fill a lamp,
How to make a gaslight safe, Ilow to build a fire, How to store gaso-
line,.ete This information is most effectively imparted by means of
conversational lessoh. The teacher, in her own preparation for
these lessons, will find invaluable a pamphlet entitled " Safeguerding
the Home against Fire," prepared fol the United States Bureau of
Education by the National Board of Fire Underwriters. In choos-
ing, from tLs pamphlet fact's to be emphasized, she will naturally
be guided by the circumstances of the children's home lives. These
fads should be. not only clearly explained to the children and taLed
over Aith them informally, but should in succeeding weeks be, fre-
quent reviewed. Rbod-Imethods for reviewing are oral drills in
the form of games (see Third Grade, II. 3,*b (p. 42.), for the descrip-
tion of it game which could be adapted to this purpose), competitive
written drills, and composition lessons in the form of brief original
stories.

4607*-20---5
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VII. HAVING ATTENTION CALLED BY SOME PUBLIC OCCURRENCE
TO ANY OF THE CHIEF CITY OFFICIALS, SUCH AS MEMBER!'
OF THE COUNCIL OR COMMISSION, OR THE MAYOR OR CITY
MANAGER.

1. Children's experiences and observations:

(a) Seeing a parade in whichthe city officials ride at the head of
the procession.

(b) Hearing the mayor deliver an address of welcome to some
distinguished visitor.

(c) Reading newspaper headlines in which the names of the chief
city officials are prominent.

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) What was the reason for this parade, this reception, or the

like? Who wished to pay this honor, welcome this visitor, perform
this or that public act? All the people of the city. But there are a
great many of us in this city, are there not ? Perhaps someone can
tell us how many. More, at any rate, than can " all speak at once,"
or can all come together in one place. Some ofAlts.bail to stay at
home yesterday, but we wanted just the same to perform this public
act. Now, how did we manage this We let one man (or a few men)
do this for all of us. We did the same thing the other day when we,
in this class, wanted to invite the children of another class to our
play, or to welcOrne a visitor and show him the school. We sent one
of our number with the invitation, or chose a committee to receive
the visitor, etc.

(b) Are there other things that all the people of the city wish to do
together, besides such things as welcoming distinguished strangers,
etc.? We have learned that it is because the people of the city wish
to }Cave schools that we have this one (see XII, 2, c, p. 76). We all
want some city housekeeping done to help us in our private house-
keeping, to keep our streets clean, etc. (see V, p. 64). We all need
protection from fire. There are many things which we wish to have
and to do together, no matter what part of the city we live in. Now,
we can not actually come together for all this business; so we choose
'a few men to do it. These men decide bow much money we need
to spend for our schools, for fire engines, for keeping oilr streets
clean, etc,

They also make the rules by which this work shall be done, and the
rules by which we can all of us help in it ; for instance, by having
our fire drill, by not littering the streets, etc. These 'few men we 'call
the city .go'vernment. They plan the business 'of our city for us.
They have 'many helpers to do tie work. Some of these you know
very wellteachers, the superintendent, members of the school board,
policemen, firemen, and others. These people spend yearly all their
time on the work orthe city; but whether or not we are employed by
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the governinent, we can all of us spend at least a little of our time
and thought on some parts of the work, so that our city shall be as
fine a one as we all working together can make it.

S. Methods of teaching:
(a) Conversational lessons.
(b) Dramatization.
(a) Composition work, oral and written. Brief paragraphs com-

posed in answer to connected questions asked by the teacher.
4. Results to be worked for:

(a) The.,beginning of a notion that the city is a unit; that there
are things which its people must do together, and there must be a
group of men (a government) to act for the people (ourselves) in
these matters.

(b) An attitude of cooperation with and through government
which shall show itself in small acts of public usefulness.

(a) An attitude of willing obedience to law which shall show itself
in compliance with such city ordinances as apply to childreles acts.

YHI. TAKING PART IN THE CELEBRATION OF A DAY DEDICATED
TO ANY AMERICAN PATRIOT OR GROUP OF PATRIOTS.

Chilcfren's experiences and observations:
(a) Being pleased with the interruption of the sidtool routine.
(b) Seeing an unusual display of flags.
(a) Singing patriotic songs or listening to patriotic music.
(d) Perhaps knowing the patriot's picture and some facts in his

life, but not knowing why Aniericans celebrate his birth.

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) Why do we not have our ordinary lessons to-day (or to-

morrow) in the regular way ? Because we are to celebrate the
birthday of . why do we display the flag in many
places, drape his statue With our national. colors, sing songs about
America? Because he was an American and a patriot. What is a
patriot? A man or a woman, a boy or a girl, who loves his country.
How do we know that this man loved his country? We know it
because he did something for tier. Every patriotic American does
something for America. This man did a big thing which helped
all Americans; so we all are glad he lived, and we show we are glad
by celebrating,his birthday. Is it not one good way to celebrate, to
sing our national anthems and other songs about the country that
he loved and. for which he did so much? We 'like to sing them,
too, because we also care for our country and want to do all the thitrs
we can for her. Of souse we can do many little things just as

did in all the years before he did the one big thing which
made people call him great. (Concrete illustrations.) We like to
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show our flag when we celebrate because it is the same flag that he
was proud and glad to serve, and because we, too, are proud and
glad to serve it.

(b) Substituting the thought of a memorial daYfor that of a

birthday, the line of explanation followed in (a) is appropriate also
to a cellbration in memory of the group of patriots whose names
were placed by the World War on the city's honor roll, or to any
other group of American patriots who are being paid honor in
common.

3. Methods of teaching:
(a) Stories.from history told on days preceding the celebration:

(1) A series of stories which relate to some one aspect of the
great man's boyhood or youth likely to interest children of this
age, and which show (though they may not name) some trait
of his worth noting and emulating; for example, in the case of
Washington, stories of the part he played in the sports of his
time, exhibiting his splendid physical develOpment and his
courage and fairness in play.

(2) A story of the big thing which this patriot did for his
country and ours.. This story told only in bold. outline, made
as simple and dramatic as is possible without sacrificing the
truth, lest the children miss the point Of a deed whose whole
story is often too complex for their understanding.

(b) Dramatization of stories under (a).
(c) Showing pictures.
(d) Showing historic or commemorative objects associated with

the patriot; for example, a portion of a diary, a museum collection
of personal belongings, or a statue, a tablet, etc.

(e) Displaying the flag and saluting it,'singing patriotic songs,
marching, giving flag drills, etc.
4. Results to be worked for:

(a) Some acimaintanci with a great American (or with a group
of American heroes) coupled with warm admiration for him (or
them).

(b) A sentiment of patriotism.
(c) Translation of this sentiment into everyday acts of useful

child citizenship.

IX. PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT OH GIFTS FOR PERSONS' WHO
NEED GOOD CHEER OR WRITING LETTERS TO THEM.

1. Children's experiences and observatfons:
(a). See First Wade, IX, 1, a, b (p. 21). .

(b) Hearing or reading of the hardships of people, especially of
children, in the parts of Europomost affected by the war, and of
the need of relief from America.. .
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(c) Knowing some person whose. circumstances (illness, confine-
ment, distance from friends, or the like) make letters specially ac-
ceptable to him.

. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) See First Grade, IX, 2, a, b (p. 21).
(b) Being sorry for these sufferers from the war doesn't go very

far toward helping them,unless it starts us to doing something for
them, does it? Shall we decide on something which we wish to
do and can do to meet the need of which we have just learned?
It may be that needlework not too difficult for this grade,' such
as face cloths, handkerchiefs, dishcloths, bags, babies' bibs, may
be needed. It may be that some useful articles, like knitted
scarfs, can be made during the industrial hour. It may be that the
children will wish to give from their own stock of toys for the
pleasure of children who have none, or to solicit from parents or
friends discarded garments for the comfort of destitute people. Or
it may be that a gift of money is the most practical way of meeting
the need in question. For suggestions concerning the saving of
money through self-denial and the earning of it in ways unobjec-
tionable or even useful to the community and educative to the chil-
dren themselves, see " The Junior Red Cross Service Fund," American
Red ('ross Pamphlet.

Methods of teaching:

(a) See Firstdrade, IX, 3, a to c (p. 22).
(b) Working together with the common aim of service.
(c) Telling or +ding stories of several service organizations such

as the children ha already joined or have the opportunity to join.
Such glories are fo4id in elementary civics books intended for "sup-
plementary reading"; for example, The Young American Readers;
Our Town stallCivic Duty, by Jane Eayre Fryer (story of the Junior
Red Cross) ; and What to do for Uncle Sam, by Carolyn Sherwin
Bailey (stories of the Boy Scouts, the Camp Fire Girls, and the
Junior Red Cross). Also frequently in the Junior Red Cross News;
for example, May, 1920.

(d) Lettei writing.
t. Results to be worked for:

(a) See First Grade IX, 4, a to d (p. 23).
(b) A broadening of sympathies to include individuali and groups

not personally known.
(c) An awakening of interest in children of other countries.
(d) An understanding of the fact that an interesting and friendly

letter is one of the best means,at our command forgiving pleasure.
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X. GARDENING AT SCHOOL OR AT HOME.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Choosing the vegetables and flowers which they wish to raise.
(b) Watching the heavy work of breaking up and fertilizing the

soil done by others.
(c) If the ground isbroken by plow and harrow, observing the

r!onstruction of each of these implements and how each works.
(d) Helping in the work of making the soil fine and smooth.
(e) Measuring and staking out the garden plats according to the

teacher's plan.
(f) Planting, Cultivatifig, weeding, thinning, transplanting, water-

ing, protecting frqm pests.
(g) Watching worms, insects, toads, birds as they live in the garden

or visit it.
(h) Meeting with varying degrees of success or of failure in mak.'

ing plants thrive.
(i) -Picking flowers for themselves and for (
(j) Gathering early vegetables for home tables and to give away.

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) For lessons based on cultivating flowers, enjoying them, and

giving them away, see Second Grade, X, 2, a to g (p. 36). A repe-
tition of the information and suggestion given two years before is
needed, but will naturally be adapted in tone to the understanding
and interest of the older children and may be more largely drawn
from them by questioning.

(b) Lessons .based on experiences noted for the first time in this
grade. .

(1) Notice the difference in the size and vigor of plants the
same in kind; the difference in the size and quality of vege-
tables. There is. always a reason for such difference. In each
case let us try to find-the condition of growth or perfection that
is lacking and supply it if we can. Nature does wonderful work,
work which we could never do, but fo produce the,best of any-
thing needs our help. We must observe carefully and act
promptly and patiently if we are to give the right help at the
right time to bring the greatest success.

(2) These are lettuce heads (radishes, onions, or, .in home
gardens, peas, etc.) , worth all the labor, are they not? Your own;
without having to buy them; fresher than can be got from the
market. Will it not be interesting to see them brought on the
table? They look as though they would tastegozd. The family
will like them, I think. Are there other peopleithat you know
who would like them? Shall we (or you, from your home gar-
den) give some of them away?
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S. Method/ of teaching:
(a) Making teacher's plans for the school garden at least a month

before planting time. Choice of vegetables and flowers, considering
the time of maturing, conditions of soil and exposure, work involved
in raising, and in the case of flowers, combination of colors. Plan
of beds and paths drawn to scale.

(b) Encouraging children to startihome gardens by talking with
them, visiting their homes, or cooperating with the garden super-.visor.

(c) Showing colored pictures from seed catalogues and garden maga-
zines and sketching rough plan of garden on the floor, while talking
over what it is practicable and desirable to raise, and the appearance
the school garden should present and giving the children some voice
in decisions.

(d) Observation lessons on processes of preparing the ground; on
seed germination; on garden pests (cutworms, injurious insects,
weeds) and gardeners' assistants4earthw.orms, bees, toads, birds), on..
growth and perfection of plants, flowers, and vegetables.

() Working together in the school garden, each child, if practi-
cable, cultivating a plat of his own and also contributing some work
to a common plat or border, the teacher supervising and helping all.

(f) Dividing each day's work into individual or group tasks, ex-
plaining the reason for each task, assigning it definitely, and giving
clear and specific directions for its performanceall this, while the
children are in the classroom or in class formation, before "breaking
ranks" for work.

(g) Requiring definite oral reports of work done, conditions noted,
results produced or observed:

(h) Writing and illustrating diaries in which the young garden-
ers record their most interesting experiences.

To illustrate: April 28, 1920.
I am going to have a school garden and a home garden, too; because of this

I am going to keep a garden diary.
When I am old I may like to know what grade I was in. It was grade

tour, my teacher was Miss Dean, and I was 9 years old and went to the
'training school.

Tuesday I went to the garden and saw the men plow the garden to turn the
ail over and make It soft.

The week before this we raked the garden and had a bonfire to burn up all
the old stuff. By using the ashes we saved part of the food In the' eld weeds
and wood to help make the loll richer this year.

(i) Conversational lessons on both school and home gardens, in
which the children talk over informally their experiences and obser-
vations, their wishes and hopes, their disappointments and satisfap-
tions; and-the teacher gives, by suggestion, sore such trend to their
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thinking as is indicated under 2, for the sake of the civic values
involved.

(j) Correlation with other studies:
(1) Language workspelling; notes to accompany gifts of

flowers or vegetables; see also (g) and (h).
(2) Readingappropriate selections from " reading books."
(3) Literaturenature myths and modern stories and poems

about flowers and about children's girdens.
(4) Number workmeasurement Of beds and paths and of

distances for setting out plants; calculation of number of stakes
needed for laying out garden.

(5) Drawing or art workrecognition and naming of colors,
tints, and shades; recognition, without naming, of color harmo-
nies; lessons on flower forms and vase forms; see also (h).

1 Results to be worked for:
(a) For aims of the lessons based on cultivating flowers, enjoying

them, and giving them away, see all "results" under X, 4in the
Second Grade (p. 38).

(b) Aims of lessons bused on experiences noted for the first time
dr.in this grade:

(1) Recognition of the necessity for ,Ifieting nature's condi-
tions in any effort at production.

(2) Satisfaction in actually producing food for oneself and
others.

XI. HAVING YOUNGER CHILDREN TO CARE FOR AT HOME AND
AT SCHOOL.

I. Children's experiericarand observations:
(a) Having occasion to apply to the care of children knowledge

imparted in previous civics les1ons but not fully kept in mind.
(b) Having occasion to guard little children below school age

against dangers to which their own attention may not have been
drawn.

cc), Being themselves ignorant of dangers to which they expose
both themselves and the children in their charge.

(d) Being teipted, on the one band, to carelessness or foolhardi-
ness, and on the other hand, to timidity or cowardice.

2. Teacher's Interpretation and enlargement:
'(a)-(1) How many of you bring younger children to school with

you? Does any one of these brothers or waters ever want to run into
the street? What do you tell him about the danger of this? etc. (See
First Grade, I, 2, a to h, p. 12.)

(2)Are the younger children on the playground learning to play
togethir nicely, or are there some little troub that you have to help
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them out of? Do your younger brothers and sisters and the children
of the neighborhood get into any of these same troubles? Him do
you help them out? etc. (See First Grade, IV, 2, a to h, p. 15.)

(3) How much do you suppose the younger children at yourhouse
know about the ways of preventing fires that you learned last year
and the year before? Just what do they need to know about
matches? iVill each one of you report tomorrow whether all the
children at your house know these things? By the way, where are
the matches in your house kept? etc. (See Second Grade, II, 2, g to i
p. '26.)

(4) What kinds of places do your small brothers and sisters choose

to play in? Are all of these good places? Why nut? etc. (See
Second Grade,' III,. '2, a to c, p. 28.)

(5) Do they ever choose dangerbus playthings? etc. (See Second

Grade, 1V, 2, c, p. '29.)
(6) Do any of you ever take younger children with you Bn the

street cars? Wouldn't it be easier to take care of them safely if they
knew what you learned last year abut' getting on and off cars and
watching out for automobiles? Are they old enough to learn these
rules. one at a time? etc. (See Third Grade, II, 2, c to k, p. 41.)

(7) What are some of the things which you have to teach little
children when you arc taking care ol them in the park? (See Third
Grade, III, 2, a to c, p. 434

(s) When it comes to preventing accidents, anyone who is taring
for a little child has to think for two. Tell -us of such instances
your homes. (See Third Grade, under XI, p. 52.)

(b) Why is it unsafe to let a little 'child stand at an open window?
Because he may reach out or lean outztjd lose his balance. What
do babies usually want to do 'with wh ver they pick sip? Put it
in their mouths. What, then, are some of the things we must be
sure to keep out of their way? Bottles of medicine and boxes of

_pills; candy, if they have had the very little that is good for them,
or if it has been handled or dropped on the floor ; money, ,which is
always dirty from having passed through many (lands; fruit that
has been bitten by others, etc. Thdh, as early as we can, we must
teach them not to put such things in their mouths if they do pick
them up and not to suck the corner of a handkerchief or other bit
of cloth or even their own little fingers. Why? (Correlation with
course in hygiene.) As small children begin. to run about out of
doors, wh'at are some of the things they must be taught not to play.

with? Old bottles oP tin cans. Why? Rusty nails. Why? Etc.
Why must we never touch any telephone, telegraph, or other electric
wires which have fallen to the ground? Can we tell by looking.at
them whether or not they are "live" wires? How can._ we teach
'mall children never to touch them?
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(.C) Have yon ever noticed that if little sister has a cold you are
almost sure to have one, too, and if you have a 'cold she is likely-to
"catch it"? Do you know any 'ways to avoid exchanging these
undesirable gifts? Refrain from kissing each other or taking each
other's breath. Have a clean handkerchief always with you. Use
it carefully. Sneeze or cough into it. Etc. (Correlation with hy-
giene.) How many of these things can you teach or help little sister
to do? If you must cross a broad, busy street slowly, as\you must
with a little child, how 'can you accommodate your movements to
the two lines of cars and automobiles, and where may you stop on
the way across? Would you let your little brother handle a pistoll
Why not? Would you handle one yourself? Have you ever known
of anyone's shooting another withoq t. meaning to.? how did this
happen? Cantven you be sure thIlt you will newer make a mistake?
Is it worth while to take a risk when doing so may take another's
life? Etc.

(d) Here are two stories in to-day's paper. Both tell of boys who
lostatheir lives by *drowning. One skated on iee which he had been
told was too thin to be safe, broke through, and was drowned. The
other boy lost his life trying to save a chum from drowning. Both
took risks. Both knew they were taking risks. Why do we honor
one for being brave, but disapprove and pity the other for being
careless? When is it brave not to count the risk? When is it care-
less not to count the risk? Which goes with carelessness, selfishness
or unselfishness? Who' suffers from an accident besides the one
whose carelessness causes it? (Concrete illustrations.) Which goes
with courage, selfishness or unselfishness? How was it with our
soldiers? How is it with a boy who risks gettim, hurt himself to
keep his sister from some danger?

3. Methods of teaching:

(a) A review of previous lessons with fresh interest, because of
th new point of view acquired in considering the needs of younger
children.

(b) Conversational lessons.
(c) Telling or reading stories which emphasize chiefly the.positive

virtues of carefulness, courage, and thoughtfulness for others, rather
than their negative opposites.

(d) Making a class scrapbook of ",3rave and careful deeds."
(e) Choosing committees of childtien from this grade to assist in

the care of younger children on school playground, on streets near
school building, and like places.

(f). EncoUraging membership in and reports from any organiza-
tion in the community which makes a point of directing attention to
services that children can perfOrm for other children; for example,
LittletMothers, Junior Red Crosi, Hoy Scouts.

V tr

_
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4. Results to be worked for:
(a) Intelligence as to the causes of accidents and illnesses of com-

monest occurrence among children. .

(0 Heightened interest in the welfare of the younger children
with whom they come in contact.

(c) A greater sense of responsibility for children in their care.
(d) An attitude of carefulness in preventing accident ad avoid-

ing dangers.
(e) An attitude of courage in facing emergencies.
(/) Actual decrease in number of illnesses, injuries, and Beats

among both the very young children of the city and their slightly
older guardians.

XII. ARRIVAL OF NEW PUPILS OR OF VISITORS TO THE SCHOOL.

I. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Being asked questions about the school which they are not

always able to answer.
(b) Going in and out of the school building every day by a pre-

scribed route to and from their own classroom, knowing little of all
that goes on in the building outside of that room.

(c) Regarding their lessons as routine work to be gone through
with willingly or unwillingly, as the case may be, because the teacher
expects it.

(d) Being promoted or failing to be promoted at stated times
without understanding why.

(e) Coming in contact with adults who desire school opportuni-
ties.

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) We all wish to be able to show visitors the interesting things

that are going on in our school, and to help new pupils to know
quickly all we know about the building and the people and the work.
If each of us sees all he can of the work of the school and thinks
about it, and if we then ask and answer one another's questions, we
shall be ready. to choose committees to act as hosts and guides to
new pupils and to visitors. Here are some of the things we have
been asked about, or may be asked about:

(,)), The kind of work done in each room in the building: Regu-
lar grades;, opportunity classes for those who are behind in work
from sickness or other temporary cause; open-air classes for those
whose health demands more fresh air than can be had in ordinary
rooms; special classes for those who do not see well, for those who
need particular help in learning (subnormal children), for ,those
who must. learn to speak and understand English before they can
be assigned to any regular grade, etc.
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(c) The purpose of all the school work If some one should ask
us; " What are the children, doing here in school all dayAong? ". what
shou4d we say?. 1.karning to know more things and to do more
things, so that they may be more useful to themselves and to others.
(Each child's comparison of his present knowledge and' ability in
some direction with his lack of the same a year or two before will
serve to make the matter clear, and some of the ways that each study
helps us to be more useful may be followed out, special stress being
platfd on the study of English in schools where this emphasis is
needed). What are the teachers in this school doing all day? Help-
ing the children to know and to do more things. Because they once
learned these things themselves they can now be useful. What is
the janitor doing? Keeping the school building a place in which
the children can do good work. lie, too, had to learn to know things
and to do things in order to be useful. What. is the principal doing
in his office? The school nurse, etc.? Who pays_ for all thisthe
building in which the work is done, the books and material used for
the work, ands` lle:time of the grown-up workers? All the people of
ttie city. Why tire they willing\ to do this? Because it is only by
lksrning to k'now things and to do things that anyone can become a
useful citizen,. and everyone desires to live in a city made up of useful
citizens.

(d) Reason for grading the regular Work of the scbool : What
those children who can do- good work in. most of- their studies at
about the same rate shall be in the same. class. Children who learn'
the same lessons in about the same length of tivzcanshelp one an-
other better and be helped better by one teacher fian can children
who learn at different rates. The time is approaching when some of
you in this grade will be promoted and some twill not. We shall try
to put each one into the grade where he fits best. if you do always
your best work without stopping in the midst of any work time to
play or.to dream, we shall know just what your real rate of work
is and shall place you in the grade where you can best learn and
best help others to learn. If you do not do as well as you can, we
may make a mistake aboUt your real rate of work. and may. keep you.
in a grade which is too slow for you, and that would be a pity.

(e) Chances for grOwn people also to learn to be more useful : Do
you know any grown people who are learning to know_ mare things
and to 'do more things every day? Do you know any who are still
going to school in order to accontliskthis? To what kind of school
do they go? (Trade schools, evening schools--perhaps one in this
very buildingcontinuation schOls, colleges, separate courses under
variou4 organizations in cooking, sewing, English, etc.) Do you
laiiw any grown people who are,not attending any school, but 'who
wish they could do so it If sorperhaps,they would like know about

e
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some of these schools of whiN. weihave *n talking.- Could you n'ot
tell them?

3. Methods of teaching:
(a) Visits paid by the childrendto other rooms of the school than

their own to inform themselves on the work being done there.
(b) Selection of committees of children to act as hosts and guides

to new 'pupils and visitors to the school.
(c) Conversational lessons.
(d) Dramatization of such themes as: "4 how the English that he

knew made this boy more useful "; " How to gain admission to the
community swimmingschool on Blank Street," etc.

(e) Composition work, oral and written. Brief paragraphs com-
posed in answer to connected questions asked by the teacher.

4. Results-to be worked for:
(a) Intelligence concerning. the work of the school.
(b) Realization that the- central purpose of the work is useful

citizenship.
(c) Stronger personal motive for each pupil, quick or slow, to do
best work.

e (d) Ability to help relatives or acquaintatces who desire to attend
school. 'IN,.

XIII: HAVING THE OPPORTUNITY TO BUY THRIFT STAMPS.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Havitig money given to them by their parents and others.
(b) Earning a little money.
(c) Being given thrift stamp
(d) Wishing to .spend whateve money they have on oblects that

promise immediate "satisfaction.

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) What some of the ways flare in which the United States Gov-

_ ernment needs Co spend money for us and for the whole country.
(6) Where this money must come fromfr
(e) Why all who have any money sho.uld help a little.
(d) How, we may help by lending the Government small sums

which will be paid back to us with more money added. (Explana-
tion of thrift stamps.)

(e) Why.the money which we lend to the Government and at the
same time save for oursdves *hould be our own money, not begged
from others.

(f) In what two ways we can get money which is really our own.
(g) Why, sometimes a nickle saved by one child is more creditable

than a quarter saved by another.
./

9
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3. Methods of teaching: 0.

(a) An ilkustrate*Prk by the teacher, with chances given for the
children to ask questions. (Stereoscopic views are perhaps the most
desirable for this purpose, if each pupil or every two pupils can be

I supplied with a glass and a copy of each picture. These views an
more realistic than small " flat " pictures, whicto children suggest
little or no )erspective, and they can be examined for a longer time
than ca pi ures cast on a screen. Effective use may be made,
however, such large illustrations as are often to be found in Sun-

, day newspapers; and motion pictures may, of course, be utilized if
circumstances permit.)

To illustrate:
The teacher shows and comments on such picturN as. the following: The

United States Capitol and one of the large buildings of he Federal th-part-
ments at Washington; the interior of a city post office, showing, if possible,
the clerks at their work; views of West Point and Annapolis, with students In
training; a United Stites armory: a hospital, for soldiers; a battleship. tor-
lied° destroyer, and "submarine.chaser " of our Navy; a home for disabled
seamen; a lighthouse, lightship, and life-saving trews drilling or at work. The
comments bring out the size an& cost of the buildings, ships, etc.; the variety
and usefulness of the work. done for the country under the direction of our
Government; and the number of then who must be paid for their services.
After the pictures have conveyed their lesson, She teacher draws a conclusion

A

somewhat as folio.: Evidently our Government needs a great deal of money
to do the work which we, elect it to do. Would you not like to help in
work? (You remember that we teund a true patriot is one who does something
for his country.) We ought every one of us to help supply the money for this
work,,by such bits as each one of us is able to contribute, for It is our work
And the Government has po way of getting money except from its peopleour-

.
selves and our families. Now, there is a plan by which we may lend money to
the Government. (Here follows a brief explanation of the thrift stamp plan,
amplified on another day.)

( &) Setting., up the machinery of "banks" in which each pupil
can save small'sums toward the purchase of stamps.

(c) Givini individual credit and class credit for stamps purchased
and encotiragin comRlition between classes or groups, but not be=
tween itidividtf s.'

,(d) Dramati Scene showing " What our stamps will help
our Governme to do."

(e) Correl tion With arithmetic and language work.
(f) Conversationij lesons.
To illustrate (see 2, f, p. 77) :
"Do you want Ally to buy these stamps as grown people buy things, and

. not just tohave them girn to you? Then you will Ix the one's Illo are doing
salnethIng for the country, not Vther or mother or someone else who gives you
a present. In this case thi money' which you bring for these, banks Rust be
really ydur ownmoney, must it not? How iloeS your father get the money that is
his own?" "Me works for it." "pal' Is the way that most of us get the
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money that Is ours; we earn it. If we have done good work for it.the money
is honestly ours. How many here have already earned some ibon.y? How was
yours earned?" " Selling papers." "That surely is your own money, for you
worked for it am: did people a good service by supplying them' with papers.
That slid you do for you'rs?" "I weeded Mr. Smith s garden." "Good! You
worked for that mosey,. and your work will make more vegetables grow, t.,o
taut money is well earned." " I did an errand for father." " You worked for
your money, too. I suppose sometimes you do errands for your father without
layhe does so much for,you- -hut since, this time, he offered to pay your this
money Is yours."

"Now, there 'is one other way that we can have money of our own. We can
Ore up something that we want to spend money for. The money that we save
this way is our very own, even if It was given to us instead of being earned in
the first place. Hos, many have money which Istijours because you are giving
up something in order to buy the stamps? All such money will be good money
for these banks." " I have a dime that-I was going to buy some candy with.
Would that be mine if I should rot it in the bank?" " Yes,,that dime Is yours.`
"Mother gives rue 17 cents every week for the movies." "Well, whenever you
save I; cents by staying away from the show, then you have so much of your
own and can really buy part of a stamp with it." "My mother will give me
some for thrift starbps, she said she would." "Then those starupswill be yours,
but your mother will have bought them and given them to you. You will not
be the one who has bought them; for you will not be the one who has worked
for Ihednoney or given up something for it. Now, itWill be very nice If your
motherior fathers want'to give you thrift stamps, but remember not to tease
for them=it is not a free gift that is tedsed forand let us keep' a separate
account' for the starbps which are presents. In this way, Mien we count up at
the this month, we have
really bought with money which was our own, earned by working for it or
sarcd by giripg ..is something for the sake of buying stamps ".

4. Results-to be worked for:

(a) Some information about, the work and the. support of the
United States Government.

ibj A sentiment of patriotism.
(e) Translation of thi4 sentiment into h useful and patiittic prac-

tick.

(d) Actual assistance to our Government through the purchase of
thrift stamps.

(e) The beginning of an understanding of the nature of money o
andits relation to work and ticrifice.

(f) Habits of saving.
(q) 'Acttyil accumulation of savings to meet the children's future

needs."



SITUATIONS OF CIVIC SIGNIFICANCE TYPICAL OF THE
FIFTH YEAR OF SCHOOL LIFE.

I. Using water and artificial light.
II. Using car lines!

III. Visiting public places.
IV. Choosing recreations and taking part in them.
V. Helping to care for surroundings at home, at schopl, and in

the neighborhood.
VI. Seeing fires, suffering from them, helping to prevent or check

them.
VII. Hindering or helping the police, receiving"help from them.

VIII. Taking part in the celebration of a day which commemorates
a national event.

IX. Providing entertainment or giftspersona who need good
cheer, or writing letters to them.

X. Gardening at schodlor at home.
44 XI. Having youngeptaitildren to care for at home and at school.

XII. Arrival of new pupils or visitok to,the school.
XIII. Having the opportunity to buy thrift stamps.
XIV. Suffering discomfort or inconvenience from illness.
X_ V. Exchanging written messages, pictUres, natural objects, and

products of handwork with schools in other parts of this
countri, and in other countrik

O

0



LESSONS IN CIVICS BASED ON THE FOREGOING
SITUATIONS.

GRADE V.

I. USING WATER AND ARTIFICIAL LIGHT.

L Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Using.water perhaps too freely, perhaps not freely enough,

and seeing both 4hese mistakes made by others.
(7)) Leaving lights burning unnecessarily and seeing them left by

others.

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) Do you know anyone who does not use enough water for any:

necessary purpose: To keep himself clean, his clothes, his house?
(Never mind names.) The resulting lack of cleanliness makes him,
by just so much, less agreeable 'to his neighbors, does it Is it
also harinful to himself? In what way? Do we suffer if we do
not have enough water to drink? In what ways? Discomfort and
harm to the health. (A review of related lessons in hygiene.) Is
there any way that a city, likiC an individual, can be harmed by not
using enough water? (If the streets ore radtflushed, the grass in
parks and squares not watered, the fountains left dry, the hydrants
not supplied in case of fire, etc.) So we see it is .true that we in
this city want and need a great quantity of water every day. Where
does it all come from? How is it carried into houses and other
buildings of the city? How high can a stream of it-be thrown by
a fireman's hoie? Why not any higher? Do -we get.all this water
for nothing? For what: do we have to pay? (Building reseivdir,
aqueduct, perhaps filtering plant pumping station; laying pipes:
setting hydrants and fountains; putting " plumbing" into build-
ings; keeping all this great system in good order.) Dn, our own
families pay any of this expense besides plumbers' bills? (Water
rates bre part of the rent or a part of the tax bill.) Is this money
well spent, which brings us pure water and enough of it? Could we
get it otherwise or keep alive even a week without it? Is it possible
to waste water and so make the expense heavies anfit need bet In
just what ways do you ever waste it or see it wasted? If we pay

.41107.720---6 6
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for water that we do not need, of course we, shall have to go without
some other thing that we do need, and the .worst of it is that when
we waste water we also raise the water rate or the rent that every-
body else in the city has to pay. So we harm others, as well as our-
selves, by being wasteful, and we help everyone by being careful.

(b) The same line of investigation and reasoning may be fol.
lowed out in the case of the lighting system of the city.

3. Methods ofteaching:
(a) Visiting under guidance of. the teacher the city reservoir or

" waterwcirks" and an electric plant or " gas house," if this. is
practicable.

(h) Conversational lessons.
(c) The rise of reading 'matter preceded and fqllowed by dis-

cussion. Helpful. material may be found on pages 25 to 32, Series
C of Lessons in Community AO National Life, published by the
United States Bureau of Education, also in elementary textbo'olcs
in civics; for example, Lessons for Junior Citizens, Mabel
Chapter VIII.

(d) Correlation with hygiene.

4. Results to be worked for:
(a) Realization that the cost, in both money and labor, of these

common necessities'of life is large, and that the expense is shared by
all residents of the city.

(b) Feeling or personal responsibility
#for the proper use an

the.proper saving of water and light.
(c) Healthful habits. ,

-Id) Habits of cleanlinet.
(e) Habits of carefulnesS'and thrift.

II. USING CAR LINES.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Taking the street car system of the city as a matter of

course, using it freely, but knowing little about it.
(b) Hearing complaints of the car service and ththnselves being

vexed at defects in the management or at faults in the employees.
(e) Failing, and seeing others fail, to obey the regulations of the

company, to comply witis ,requests of the employees, or to reivenher
ttie dictates of ordinary caution or courtesy.

Zaeseher's interpretation and enlargement:
) The lessons suggested for both Grade Three and Grade Four,

under II, 2 (pp. 41, 60), need to be reviewed in this grade, though
from the different angle indicaty the different point of view of
the older children,

6 O
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(b) The street car system not only is a great convenience to each
of us personally. but also plays an absolutely necessary part in the
life and business of the city.

(c) To carry it on is a big and complicated business, requiring
much money and much labor, mental and physical.

(d) To carry it on successfully demands the cooperation of three
groups : The company, their employees, and the publicthat is,
ourselves.

Methods of teaching:
Conversational lessons based on the children's personal contact

with.the car service and leading to definite conclusions of the char-
acter suggested in 2.

To illustrate:
We could not get along without the street cars, coil we? Many of us

could not get to school without them. What are some of the other necessary
things that people could not do without them? Do we pay kr the use of them?
Yes; but how much less does each of us pay than It would cost him to go In
bis own car? Who cad", on these services so that we may do our business
anti have our pleasures by paying only a little? People who put ooney into
laying car tracks, buyinascars, hiring men, etc., also the men wito work in
the company offices' to manage the business and those who the car
barns and on the streets to run the cars. Have you ever ar barn?
Are there not a vent many cars there? The same company number
oteharns in other parts of the city,.alt filled with cars ;. it has many miles

48of -track's to keep In order, and large numbers of men are at .work all' day
sti most of the night to keep the cars running for us. We benefit from
'tge money and the work put into this business. It Is because we benefit so
blurb that we, through the city government, are willing to grant to the Com
pony the right to use our streets. Without being given this right they could
not carry on their business. Do the niebibers of the street car company
and the meg who work for, them also get any benefit rim this business?
Yes; they both get money from Now, if the cars atop running for a day or
an hour, who suffers? Tile Owners of the '7car line, because they lose their
profits; the Men who run the curs, because they lose their. wages; we, the
public, because we lose our chance to ride. We all suffer, because we have not

coworked together to keep things going. If a gductor or motorman is rude
or careless, who suffers? Some of the public, whet are inconvenienced, vexed, or
Injured; the car company, whose property or reputation is harmed; the
man himself,- who 19 less likely to hold his position, be promoted, etc., and
lees likely to make friends. If the company does not keep the cars in repair,
run them on time, heat them properly, treat their men fairly, etc., who suffers?
We, the public, who are inconvenienced; the men, whose 'work is Made
harder; the tympany, too, If we take away their right to use the streets. If roe,
the public, are unreasonable, who suffers? ,The company, that huts 13 spend
money to meet unreasonable demands; the men, who have to do uhressonable
services; ourselves, who have made other people in turn less reasonable in
their treatment oulirliat, then, can each group of people do to make a
success of this b which can not be curried on except as we all work
together? The company can use del:. best effort to plan for the safety,
cotiveniencelt and comfort of the public and of their employees. The min can
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do good work, be careful of the safety of thelmblic, and civil is their treat.
ment of everybody. And we, the public, what can ice do? Pay attention to
all the.signs In stations and cars which give cautions awl directions; mind
promptly the requests of conductors and guards; use our own wits, and each
time there Is a choice do the thing which will be safest and most comfortable
for others as well us ourselves. (For more specific suggestions on this last
point see II under both Third ?rade and Fourth Grade, pp. 41, (10.)

4. Results to be worked for:
(a) Knowledge of a few elementary facts concerning the business

of tr public-service corporation.
(1)) Appreciation of the interdependence of the corporation, its

employees, and the public.
(c) Attitude of cooperation with those who are performing public

service.
(d) Practice of caution and conrtesy in public places.
(e) Actual decrease in the number of accidents and in the dis-

comforts incident to getting about the city.

III. VISITING PUBLIC PLACES.

The kind of instruction suggested, under III, for the third and
fourth grades (pp. 43, 61) needs to be continued here with adaptation
to the interests of the older Children. Conversational lessons based
on the children's experiences and observations may well be
mented by class reading and discussion of (1) carefully s- 1 iirnesis
items, (2) descriptive illustrated magazine articles, -(3) a ropriate
.portions of an elementary textbook in civics; for example, A Park'
Commission Story, Chapter VII,Lessons for Junior Citizens, Mabel
Hill..

IV. CHOOSING RECREATIONS AND TAKING PART IN THEM.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) See Fourth Grade, IV, 1, a to g (p. 62), for experiences final

observations still typical of children in this grade.
(b) Beginning/ to play organized games (scrub baseball, for

example).

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) See Fourth Grade, IV, 2, a to h (p. 62), kr lessons in caution,

thrift, generosity, )(air play, and wise use of recreation time and
money, ,which need to be reviewed in this grade as occasions arise,
but which will, naturally be adapted in tone to the interest of the
older children.

() Whitt is the difference between a team (a baseball nine,- for
example) and the same numeorboys who come together by chance

A
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to play some game that has little or no organization (pass ball, for
example) ? Each of the boys-on the team has a certain place a.ssigne(1
him and a certain thing which he must do; that is. each one is re-
sponsible for one particular part of the whole game. Does a good
player practice to become skillful in playing his own part? If each
boy plays his own part well, does that help to make the entire game
a success? Is this rue only of the boys who play in the most im-
portant positions, of is it true of rufry boy on the team? What else
is necessary to help make the entire game% success? (To pay atten-
tion to what the other players are doing. To fit one's own play into
the play Of others.) Each one is responsible,. then, for what else
besides the success of his own particular part in the game? (For the
success of the entire game.) Who benefits from the success of the
team as a whole, in pleasure, in standingt among other. teams?

3. Methods of teaching:

See Fourth Grade, IV, 3, a to A (pp. 63, G4).

1. Results to be worked for:

(a) See Fourth Grade; IV, 4, a to h (p. 64).
(b) Knowledge of what teamwork is.
(e) Realization that satisfaction and attainment, both for the

entire team. and for each individual member of it, are .dependent
on teamwork. ,.

(d) Realization that the success of teamwork is dependent wally
on wise management, on brilliant plays by leading )layers, l on.-
good work by subordinate players.

,

V. HELPING TO CARE FOR SURROUNDINGS AT SCHOOL, AT HOME.
. AND IN NEIGHBORHOOD OF EACH. ,

See both Third Grade and Fourth Grade, under V (pp. 45, 04), and
an account of the street-cleaning department in any suitable ele-
mentary textbook; for example, Chapters XIII to XVII, Good
Citizenship, Richman and Wallach,, or Chapter IV, Lessons for
Junior Citizens, Mabel Hill. %..

H. SEEING FIRES; SUFFERING FROM THEM, BCPING TO PRE-
VENT OR CHECK THEM.

. *

In previous grades interest in fire prevention and fire fighting has
been awakened, and some knowledge of means his ben imparted in
connection with the schoql fire drill and the district engine hobs°.
In this grade such interest and knowledge are probably being added
to by the closer acquaintance that older children are apt to make
with actual instances of fire fighting and fire losses in'thb vicinity,
Upon this foundation may be built ti study of the city Fire Depart-,

.
.

N
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ment along lines indicated by any good textbook in community civics,
which lays emphasis on the duty of the children; as well as of all
other citizens, to cooperate with this department. Material of this
sort, suitable for. the children's reading and study, may be found in
Good Citizenship, by Richman and Wallach, Chapters I-VI, and in
Lessons for Junior Citizens, by Mabel Hill, Chapter 141. The teacher
will still find her best help in the pamphlet referred to under Fourth
Grade, VI,. p. 65..

VII. HINDERING OR HELPING THE POLICE; RECEIVING HELP OR
CORRECTION FROM THEM.

The individosa "policemen known to the children their work,
their attitude toward the .children, and the ohildren's attitude toward
themhaving been considered in the earlier grades, the children
should now be ready for an elementary study of the police force as
one of the departments,of the city government. Material for such
a study will be found. in almmtt any text in civics suitable for this
grade and designed especially for use in city school systems; for
examplt, Good Citizenship, by Richman aml Wallach, Chapters VII-
X IX, and Lessons for Junior Citizens, by Mabel Hill, Chapter I.

VIII. TAKING PART IN THE CELEBRATION OF A DAY WHICH
COMMEMORATES A NATIONAL EVENT.

1. Childreals experiences and observations:
(a) Being glad to have a holiday.
(b) Perhaps knowing tip external *facts of the event to he cele.

brated but not knowing the meaning of the event tads well-informed
and patriotic American.
2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:

(a) What event in our history is brought to mind by the approach.
ing anniversary? (The children have previously been given the
story of this 'event: (1) The Making of the Armistice, (2) the first

-Thanksgiving at Plymouth, (3) the adoption of our flag, or (4) the
Ileclaration of Independence.) How widely is it celebrated? All

over our country (examples of things that will be done to mark the
day in different parts of the United States: Cities; country places.
in the North, in the South, in the East, in the West, to make this
answer vivid)wherever there are Americans hieing or 'visiting sod
even wherever Americans are traveling on the seas. In every place
where even a few Americans are gathered under our flag. (Stories

on such subjects as,Fourth of July in Labrador; Thanksgiving on
Shipboard, and the like, make effective illustrations.)

(6) Why do Americans care so much for this day? It is not any
- man's birthday. Perhaps it mould be difficult to n hs heroes of
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the day, though there were heroes who worked to bring the day.
The day itself stands, however, not for a man but for a thought.
You know rte use a name to show what man we have in mind, but
to show what thought ,we have in mind we must use a sentence. Let
us try to make a sentence to tell the thought which this &ay stands
for. (By questions and suggestions the children may be helped to
frame some such sentences as the following to stand for the respective

-
(lays: (1) We and our allies have fought for our countries and for
the right and have gained victory. (2) We thank God for what
lie gives us. (3) This flaOneans that we have a Nation. (4) We
are independent, because we have a Government of our own. If a
sentence of the character of one of these is really thought out by the
children, even though the teacher guides the thinking, it has some
meaning. for them, but 'not Otherwise. It should be written on the
blackboard or in some other way 1)e kept before their for several
days. It may be h4ped that they will "learn it by heart'," but they
should not be required to "commit it to memory.")

(c) This ,thougilt, which we have just put into a sentence, is one
that Americans believe in and are.glad of; so everywhere that our
flag flies they celebrate the day that.stands for jt.

t Methods of reaching:
() Telling and reading stories of the event celebrated.
(b) Showing' pictu res.
(c) Dramatization.
(d) Illustrative handwork (especially for Thanksgiving and Flag

Day .).

(e) Conversational lessons. 4Na.*
(f) For Flag Day, singing patriotic s,,reciting patriotic verse,

studying rules for use of the flag, and taking part in the salute and
other flag ceremonies.

I

Resolute be worked for:
(a) An understanding of the real meaningso far as ,children can

grasp itof certain great events in our history.
(b) A respect for certain ideas typical of the best American

thought.
(c) Carefulness in handling our flag.
(d) A sentiment of loyalty and patriotism..

IL PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT OR GIFTS FOR PERSONS WHO
NEED GOOD CHEER, OR WRITING LETTERS TO TEEM.

Bee both First Grade and Fpurtirtkade, under Ix (pp.21, 68).

ult rif
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X. GARD* WORK IN THE FALL AT SCHOOL AND AT HOME.
.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
)( Picking flowers for themselves and others.

b) Harvesting late vegetables for home tables, to give away, and
to .11.

(c) Preparing vegetables for exhibiti,n and sale.
(d) Keeping informed of market prices.
(e) Exhibiting dowers and vegetables at school fairs or club exlii-

bitionk.
(f) Selling vegetables, to acquaintances, to a near-by grocery

store, or to patrons of a " Children's Market " held under school aus:
pices. ..

(g) Selecting, harvesting, drying, cleaning, and storing seeds.
(h) Clearing up the garden.
(0 Testing seeds- fol renewing the school stock and for planting

at home the following sliting. .

(j) Making envelopes, marking them, and tilling- them withthe
best seeds.

. .

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) For the lessons based on cultivating flowers, enjoying theF,

and giving them away, see Third Grade, X, 2. a (p: 51) ; Second

Grade, X, 2, f and g (p. 35). Suggestions like those given in the ear-
lier grades are needed here, but will naturally be made in a way
appropriate to the age of these children.

(b) For the lessons based on work with seeds:
(1) See Third Grade, X, 2, cto e (p. 51).
(2) If we wish,to be sure of fine results from next year's plant-

ing, we must test !these seeds.
(3) Since the school supplied tie; last spring with seed for our

garden,ove ought to renew the school stock from our
tested' seeds. It will be nice to put our seeds up in
little envelopes like those which were bought for us, and
to mark he envelopes plainly for the convenience of

k the fou .n grade., There may be slue left for each of
. you to have for planting at home next spring. -

(c) Lessons based on raising vegetables, using them, and selling
theM : ' ,

(1) See Fourth Grade, X, 2; b (p. 70).
(2) When we raise vegetables for our own tables thS benefit

of our work does not estop there. Even if we Should not gin
away any many other families would benefit by our work. Let
us see how this can be dont. Are theiv any families in this city
who do not have all the vegetables (or food of any kind, indeed)
that they need. to eat? If they san not have gardens why oal

,=:..
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they not buy plenty of vegetables from the store or market?
(Because they have nut money enough.), Can they buy more
whenever the prices are lower? What makes prices lower?
Either taking away some of the people who ant-to buy food
that is in the market -or adding to the quantity of food. If
we take ourselves away from the number of people wanting to
buy in the market we have helped to lower prices, and so helped
to supply food more cheaply to other people. New, although
prices here are often too high, yet the stores and markets of this
city have much food in them; those of many European cities
have very little, for most Of the farms and gardens that before the
war supplied the food have been destroyed, and many of the peo-
plewho raised the food have been killed. The prices in the
European markets are terribly high, and many families are suf-
fering for food. Would it not be fine for us here in this country
to raise enough food to help supply those markets also?

(3) We want our vegetables to show just how good they are;
,so we take great care in preparing them for exhibition or market.

(4), We want our customers to be well satisfied. We want
them to meet with no disappointments when, they come to use
their purchases. We must be careful when we pack a box of
vegetables that those underneath are as good as those on to*,

3. Methods of teaching. dp .

(a) Working in the garden, teacher and chiMren together, to
gather flowers, vegetables, and seeds at the right times, and to keep
the garden attractive in.appearance to the end. See Fourth Grade,
X, 3, f

O(bp.

71).
(b) servation lessons on comparison of different plants, flowers,

and vegetables; also on seed forniation.
(c) I)ictation exercises in per folding for the construction of

seed trays and of envelopes.
(d) Lessons in cleaning seeds and -in washing and :d6ing the

bottles or tin boxes to be used for storing.; also on preparing and
printing labels. . See Fourth Grade, X, 3, f, page

(c) Lessons in cleaning and sortjpg- vegetables, arranging theni
for inspection, or packingthem for sale. .

(f) Lessons in testing seeds.
(g) Requiring definite oral reporti of York done, conditions noted,

and results produced or observed.
(h) Conversational lessons in which the Children talk informally

about their- experiences and observations in both School anti home
gardens, and the teacher leads them to consider the civic aspects of
these matters in some such way as is indicated under 2.

(i) Cooperation with garden supervisorb and with farm, garden,
and canning clubs for boys and girls.
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(j) Correlation with other studies:
(1) Language work: Spelling; notes to accompany gifts of

flowers or vegetables. See also g.
(2) head:I*: Appropriate selections from. "reading books,"

newspaper's, or .government bulletins regarding farm and gar-
den products, conservation and marketing; also stories (from
The Junior Red Cross News and other magazines) which show
concretely the need of increasing the food supply of: Europe.

(3) Literature : Stories and poems about flowers and gar-\
den i ng.

(4) Arithmetic: Problems and tables involved in weighing
or measuring quantities of vegetables for sale and reckoning
the money return.

(5) Drawing or art work: Letterin of labels, envelopes, and s

posters; decoration of posters; artistic 'splay of flowers and
vegetables.

4. Results to be workedfor:
(a) For aims of the lessons based on'cultivating flowers, enjoy-

ing them, and 'giving them away, see all " results" under X, 4
(p. 38), in the Second Grade. 6

(b) For aims of the lessons based oh work with seeds, see Third
Grade, X, 4, b, e (p. 52).

(c) Aims of the lessons based on raising vegetables, using them,
and selling them.

(1) See Fourth Grade, X, 4, b (p. 72).
(2) Realization of the impOrtance of increasing the food sup-

ply of the Nation and the world. '
(3) -Some understanding of the conditions which must be met

to serve customers honestly and acceptably.'
(4) Satisfaction, ih earning:mney by productive work and

good service.

XI. HAVING YOUNGER CHILDREN TO CARE FOUI. AT HOME AND
AT SCHOOL ' .

See Fourth Grade, under XI (p. 72), for suggestion of the kinds
of work needed in this grade alsit.

XII. ARRIVAL OF NEW PUPILS OR OF VISITORS TO THj.SCHOOL.
a

See Fourth Grade, under XII (p. 75), for the review whic'h occa
sions will show to be needed. In this grade more attention may be
given to the organization of the school, Allowing Concretely how the.
work of each clan fits into the work of all, and how the work of each
official, en2pleyee, and pupil is necessary to the work of all; also whai
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the necessity is for the rules which guide every part of this work.
This-study maybe made parallel to the study of organization in the,
case of games (see IV, '2, h, and 4, b, pp. 84, 85). This inductive work
may he supplemented by the reading of appropriate matter from an
elementary textbookfor example, A School System Story, Chapter
V, Lessons for Junior Citizens. Mabel Hill.

XIII. HAVING THE OPPORTUNITY TO BUY THRIFT STAMPS.

See Fourth Grade, under XIII (p. 77), for suggest ion of the points
to which it is important to give attention if "thrift -stamp drives"
are to have their full educational effect upon chiMren in any ele-
mentay grailaP, also for methods which are appropriate to this grade
and the next.

XIV: SUFFERING DISCOMFORT OR INCONVENIENCE FROM
ILLNESS.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Having recently been ill.
(h) having illness at home,
(e) IIaving been quarantined.
(d) Knowing of a prevailing epidemic.
(e) Receiving visits from medical inspectors.
(f) Receiving assistance or standing in need of assistance from

doctors or uurses.in the public service. .

(q) Receiving aid or needing aid from public hospitals or dis-
1 pensaries.

* 2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) Every illness has a cause.
(b) In most cases the illness could have been prevented if some

person or soine number of persons had been wise enough and careful
enough tooivoid the cause or tt remove it.

(c) Sometimes the person who could have prevented the illness is
the one who suffers from it. (Sa ples volunteered by children and
by teacher.) .

(d) Sometimes the stiffefer li self is not at all to blame, but\his
family has to be considered responsible. It may be that some mas-
ter of the household has been careless, or it may be that some very
careful member of it like the mother, for instance, who would not
for the world injure one of the children if she could help ithas not
known the cause of this particular sickness and so has not removed it
or shown the family hog' to avoid it; oriit- may be that all members:
of the family share the careleaness ar the ignorance that lets the
cause of sickness stand and do its work. (Examples volunteered by

t . . .
children and teacher.)
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(e) Sometime *either the One who is ill nor his family could have
prevented the sickness, nd yet the sickness was not necessary.
(Concrete illustration, al n the childten's experience, if possible.) ,
Who, then, Ovid ha prevented this sickness by removing its causef
It would have tak the people of the whole city, acting together;
no one family, acting alarm, could possibly have attended to tins
matterpurifying the water supply, for instance. Could all the
people of the city attend to this matter personally? No; some few
persons must make the plans, and some others especially trained for
the work must carry them out. (Concrete illustration.) 'For this
reason our city government puts into the hands of a few-persons,
whom we call the board of health, this whole business of helping all
of us to keep well and even, in some cases, of giving aid to those who
are sick. These few people employ many others to give their entire
time to this work; but they need the help of every one of us.

(f) Ways in which the help of the children can be given to the
health department, reasons for such of its rules as touch the children,
rind information iiiout the work of such public health officers and
employees as the children come in contact withthese three things
may at this point become oi some real interest to the class. Such
questions as are naturally roised by pupils or teacher may be answered
by consulting the report of the board of health and by reading
together the appropriate portion of any good elementary textbook
on civics written for city schools; for example, Chapters XVIII to .
XXIV of Good Citizenskip, by Richman and Wallach, or Chapter
II of Lessons for Junior Otizens, by Mabel Hill.

3. Methods of teaching:
(a) Taking special pains to show understanding of home conditions

and sympathy not only for illness, but also for such serious incon-
venience, or even hardship,' as is often involved in obedience to hems-

.. sary regulations of the board of health.
(b) Conversational lessons.
(c) Reading and discussion of a few pages of an elementary text.

4. Results to be worked for:
(a) Willingnesito cooperate w ith the board of health in its effortsto

(1) Check the spread of disease by regulations, by inspection,
.and by instruction.

(2) Alleviate illness by means of public hospitals and dis-
pensaries and by services of public health nurses and doctors.

(b) Actual improvemeq in the health of the residents of the city.
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gV. EXCHANGING WRITTEN MESSAGES, PICTURES, NATURAL OB-
JECTS, AND PRODUCTS.. OF HANDWORK WITH SCHOOLS IN
OTHER PARTS OF THIS COUNTRY AND IN OTHER COUNTRIES.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
'(a) (1) Showing people about their school (see XII, p. 90) ; visit-

ing interesting places in their city (see III, p. 84) ; taking part in
recreations (see IV, p. 84) ; observing the work of the city depart-
ments of streets. fire, police, and health (see V, p. 85; VI, p. 85;
VII, p. 86; XIV, p. 91) ; celebrating famous events in America&
history (see VIII, p. 86). (2) Thinking over and talking over the
significance of these experiences and observations.

(b) (1) Making nature study and geography expeditions sand
working in the garden (see X, p. 88). (2) Having classroom lessons
on these subjects.

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(a) The children in have never seen a school building like

ours. They go to school in a very different sort of placet(some
description of the foreign school). Don't you think they would be
interested to know about our school? Hero is a picture post card,
which would show them in part how our building looks. Would yott
like to send it to them? What message could you write on the card
which would, in three sentences, explain the picture and invite these
children to write us about their school? Is it not a beauti-
ful fountain which is shown us on this post card from the children
of -- School, near the gardens of Versailles? Notice the carv-
ings, etc. We have no such wonderful fountain in the park near
our school, but I think the children who sent us this card would like
to know what good times we have in our park. Here are several.
cards which show some of the things which you boys and girls do
therethe toboggan slide, the skating pond, etc. This message from
the Italian children of says that they have never seen any
snow. Wouldn't they he interested to see that picture in our " Street
Department Scrapbook," which shows Avenue buried in snow,
and the next one, which shows the men at work clearing away the
snow? How would you like the idea of cohipleting the book to
?how the work of the department both winter and summer, and of
sending it, when done, to these Italian children? I'erhaps they
would send you a post-card view of one of the streets in their famous
old city. This is the flag of (showing the flag of
some foreign country and giving explanation of its design or the
occasion of its adoption). Now, of course, the children in that
country know all about their own flag, but perhaps they do not know
shout ours. Wouldn't you like to have at least those in the school
with which we are corresponding know what our flag means? Here
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is a picture which shows well the cOlors and the design of the Stara
and Stripes. Now, what shall we write them in a few words abontr

the American flag?
(b) The children living in the mountain district about which we

have been studying would% think the shells which we can pick up
any day on our beach very wonderful things. And they really are
wonderful, when you think of it, are they not? It is only because
we are co'used to seeing them that we do not often stop to notice the
beauty Of these colors, the way each,one of these shapes serves a dif-

ferent purpose, etc. Could we not make a collection of shells for
the children of that little school in Kentucky which .would be to
diem a real treasure trove? * * This is such a beautiful pho-
tograph of their flower show that the children of the School

in California have sent us we certainly should like to send them
something worth while in return, shouldn't we? If our vegetables
are well cleaned and " bithched" and attractively displayed on the
counter for our sale next week, perhaps a photograph of these would
make an interesting picture to send. .

3. Methods of teaching:
(a) Arranging with other schools for the exchanges to be made.

Facilities for doing this are provided by the Junior Red Cross. See

"Manual Of School Correspondence," American Red Cross Pam-

phlet 610.
(b) Conversational lessons to awaken interest in the exchange and

to make clearer or fuller the inforilnation conveyed by it.
(c) Correlation with written language work, nature study, and

geography; also with reading descriptions of child life in other
countries and in other parts of this country.
4. Results to be worked for.

(a) Closer observation and keener appreciation of the physical
features of the home locality.

(b) Clearer understanding and keener appreciation of the social
and civic features of the home community.

(c) Informationand interest concerning other localities and com-
munities.

(d) Actual contribution. to a more perfect unity within the Nation
and a closer neighborliness among nations.



SITUATIONS OF CIVIC SIGNIFICANCE TYPICAL OF THE
SIXTH YEAR OF SCHOOL LIFE.

1. Having attention drawn, outside of school, to the payment of
taxes, rent, license fees.

II. Using telephone and telegraph.
III. Occasion to show new arrivals in neighborhood and school,

city institutions, or to give information about them.
IV. Choosing recreations and taking part in them.
. V. Helping to care for surroundings at school, at home, and in

the neighborhood.
.VI. Seeing fires, suffering from them, helping to prevent or check

them.
VII. Approach of election day.

VIII. Contact of Americans with aqns and of aliens with Ameri-
cans.

. IX. Providing entertainment. or gifts for persons who need good
cheer or writing letters to them.

X. Gardening at school or at home.
XI. Having younger children tocare for at home and at school.

'XII. Arrival of new pupils or of visitors to the school.
'XIII. Having the opportunity to buy thrift stamps.
XIV. Suffering discomfort or inconvenience from illness.
XY. Exchanging written messages, pictures, natural objects, and

products of handwork with schoolsvin other parts of this
country and in other countries.

'XVI. Taking part in governing and being governed at school, at
home, and in the community.



LESSONS IN CIVICS BASED ON TILE FOREGOING
SITUATIONS.

GRADE VI,

I. HAVING ATTENTION DRAWN, OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL, TO THE
PAYMENT OF TAXES, RENT, LICENSE FEES.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Knowing that people grumble about taxes and attempt to

evade them.
(b) Enjoying the benefits of public revenues without knowing

where the money comes from.
(c) Wasting public property and seeing' others waste it.

2. Teacher's interpretatMn and enlargement:
(a) There are many expensive necessities, conveniences, and

higher benefits of life which it is impossible for anyone to obtain for
himself without the aid of governmentcity, State, or National.

(b) No government has any money except that which is furnished
by its people.

(c) All its people enjoy the benefits of the public revenue; hence
it is fair that all should pay some portion of it.

(d) Everybody does pay some portion of public expenses 'either
directly through taxes or indirectly through rent and other living
costs.
. (e) The more wisely public revenues are spent and the more care-
fully public property is used the less is the expense for each in-
dividual.
3. Methods of teaching:

(a) Conversational lessons.
(b) Study of an appropriate portion of an elementary textbook

in civics; for example, Paying the People's Bills, Chapter XV of
My Country, Grace A. Turkington.
4. Results to be worked for:

(a) Understanding of the reason for taxation.
(b) Realization of benefits received. from Government expendi-

tures.
(c) Feeling of part ownership in public property and responsi

bility for its proper use,
96
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II. USING TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH.

See Fifth Grade, under I (p. 81), for suggestions for this kind of
lessons, which may be based on the children's contact with the bug-
ness of any public service corporation, contact for all as members
of the public and perhaps for some as employeesmessenger boys,
for instance. Excellent material for the teacher's use is to be found
on pages 81 to 88, Series B, of Lessons in Community and National
Life, published by the United States Bureau of Education.

iv. OCCASION TO SHOW NEW ARRIVALS IN NEIGHBORHOOD
SCHOOL OR CITY INSTITUTIONS, OR TO GIVE INFORMATION
ABOUT THEM.

1. Children's experiences and observations:

(a) Outside school, being questioned by strangers or by new ac-
quaintances concerning the location or, he uses of certain public
buildings.

(b) In school, making the acquaintance of pupils or teachers who
are strangers to the city.

(c) Possessing hits of the required information, often inaccurate
and unrelated.

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:
(4- There are many public institutions in this city which are for

the benefit of us all.
(b) Well-informed residents of the city know what they are and

bow to use them.
.(c) Intelligent strangers wish quickly to acquire this information.
(d) Some of these institutions are owned and supported by the

residents of this city alone for their own benefit and that of their
visitors. e. g., city hull, municipal-Aiwa, park, library, museum, public
baths, etc.

(a) Some of them are owned and supported by the people of the
country or the entire State for the benefit of all who live in these
larger areas, e. g., county court, poorhouse, State school or college,
laboratory, etc. In a capital city, the statehouse.

(f) At least one institution in this and every other city is owned
and supported by all the peoplt of the tinited*States for the use of

tall, i. e., the post office. There' may be others, e. g., customhouse,
Army post, navy yard, soldiers' home, etc.
3. Methods of teaching:

(a) Visits to public institutions under guidance of the teacher,
whenever practicable.

(b) Conversational lessons based on the natural curiosity of he
children, 9n their desire to inform others, and, on the inconfirete

0
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information iCh they already possess. The teacher by systematic)
questioninga peals to this curiosity or this desire and from this
fragmentary Anformation builds up a fairly well-rounded. though
Oementa,,notion of the most important of the public institutions
of the city and their uses.

To*illustrOatet

Here are several of us In this room to whom this city is new. What would
those

number
you who know. certainlyIt weft advise us to see first?. Why? You certain

mentionedentioned a large umber of interesting places and have given some good
reasons why one ought to visit each one. Suppose that we together sketch a
map of the city, showing only Its principal,streets and the location of its most
Important public institutions. Now will someone tell us why the city hall Is
so Important a building What business is done in these rooms? What halls
and offices are to be seen there? What do we call the men wham ig" voters
of this city Send there to make laws for the city? Who are some of the'otli.
dais that the mayor nppoiuts'to help carry on the business of the city? What
occasion alight you or I or any member of our families have to go to the city
hall on business? With whom should we have to do this business? Do you

know anyone who gas regularly tc the city hall to work there? What Is It
work? Whom is he working for? Whom does his work benefit, If
done? Who pays for it? Whose money built the city hall, etc.?
something of county government may be taught through questions.

(c) Reading, assigned the children after at least one introdtlCtory
conversational lesson and followedeby further discussion. Suitable
reading matter: News items; magazine articles, especially descrip-
tive, Illustrated ones; elementary textbooks in civics which describe
the uses of'the typo of institution being studied ; for example, The
Young Citizen, C. F. Dole, Chapters XIII to XV and XXI.

(d) The drawing of maps.
(e) Composition work, oral and written.
(f) Correlation with geography and history.

4. Results to be worked for:
(a) Knowledge of how to make use of the chiefpublic institutions

of the pity.
(b) Elementary, nontechnical knowledge of what each institution

stands for in the life of the city, State, or Nation.
(c) A patriotic interest and pride in the citizenship and govern.

ment that proyide these institutions.

ell

IV. CHOOSING RECREATIONS AND TAKING PART IN THEM.

See both Fourth Grade and Fifth Grdde, under IV (pp. 62,84),
for suggestions applicable to the play intfrests and activities of cbilJ
dren in this grade also.
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V. HELPING TO CARE FOR SURROUNDINGS AT SCHOOL, AT HOME,
AND IN NEIGHBORHOOD OF EACH.

See Third and Fourth Grades, under V (pp. 45, 64). Also a dis-
cission of some such description of "The City Beautiful" as
found in The Young Citizen, C. F. Dole, Chapter XIX.

VI. SEEING FIRES, SUFFERING FROM THEM, HELPING TO PRE-
VENT OR CHECK THEM.

The excellent pamphlet before referred to (see Fourth Grade, VI,
p. G5), prepared by the National Board of Fire Underwriters, is
written in a style which will interest children of this grade. It may
be used by them as a "supplementary reader." Its lessons should be
carefully talked over in class and later should be reviewed as is
suggested under Fourth Grade, VI (p. 65).

In addition to this work, a study may be made of newspaper ac-
counts and department records of fires taking place in the city to
show the effect of the annual fire loss on the taxes (that is, on the
income of each family by the increase of its bill for taxes or rent
and other necessities of life) ; also to show that most of this loss is
a direct result of, someone's carelessness. This study will. of course
be kept very elementary in character and will aim directly at just
two results: To increase the children's consciousness of the close
linking of each Tamily's financial interests with those of every other
family in the city, and to deepen their sense of individual responsi-
bility for the exercise of due care. It may be well to repeat here
the suggestion made in earlier grades that careful thought be taken
to avoid the creation in the children's minds of undue timidity or
anxiety.

VII. APPROACH OF ELECTION DAY.

1. Children's experiences and observations:

(a) Knowing that crowds of voters will soon be coming to polling
places in different parts of the city, possibly to their own' school
building, but not knowing just what the excitement is all about or
what the voting is really for.

(6) Ilearing different offices mentioned without knowing .what
they exist for.

(c) Hearing opposing Candidates and their rival claims discussed,
often on the low plane of self-interest of candidate or voter.

(d) Coming in contact with others who, even though legally quali-
fied to vote, are not well informed or are noein touch with the beet
American political ideals. \ .

Teacher's interpretatirCa and enlargement:
(a) What the election is for: To choose the chief officials of the

city government or of the State govern;ment or of the National
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Government, as the case may be, or of any two or of all three, h
order that,z4...may have representatives to act for us in carrying on
our public business. (See Fourth Grade,VII, 2, p. 66).

(b) What. some of this public business is: A simple description
of the chief executive and legislative offices to be filled by this
electign, with concrete illustrations of the kind of decisions that will
have to be made and the kind of work that will have to be done by
the !Jaen that are elected. Useful illustrations may often be chosen
from acts of the men then in office that have resulted in some take
improvement of which the children have some knowledge. (tio lists
of " duties" attached to the different offices are of interest at this
age but lively, typical illustrations make the desired impression.
Neither is the salary attached to each office a matter of importance
compared with the work for which it exists. This question is, how-
ever, often brought forward by the children and may serve as an
opening to show that good work should be expected of officials who
receive good salaries from the people.)

(c) The kind of men who should be elected : Honest men, since
they will handle our money. Oood workers, since we are to pay
them for their time. Well educated, men, both in books and iii.busi-
ness, since they will have difficult questions to decide. Patriotic
men, since they are chTen to work and to think for all the city, all
the State, or all tlf1Wtion, not for any part or for themselves or
their particular friends.

.(d) How voters can judge whether a man is the right one to vote
for: If they do not know the candidate personally they can find out
much about him by reading atleast two reliable newspapers, one-
which supports and one which opposes him, to find the best and the
worst which can be honestly said of him. A voter who can not read,
Or one who can not think straight about what lie has read, chooses
the right candidate only by accident. This is one great reason why
we have schools, that everyone filly learn to select reliable papers and
books, read easily, andyieLstraight.

3. Methods of teaching:
(a) Conversational lessons.
(b)' Composition work, oral and written.
(c) Reading and discussion of appropriate portions of an ele

mentary textbooks In civics; for example, Chapters XXII of My
Country, by Grace A, Turkington, or Chapters XIIXN, XVI,
XVII, of The Young Citizen, by C. F. Dole.

(d) Correlation with history: Stories of men who in the past, have
served especially well the people whom the:, represented.

r
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I. Results to be worked for:

(a) Intelligence. on the subject of elections, not a knowledge of
their machinery, but as clear an tinderstandingas is possible at this
age of t14; vital part which they play in our democracy.

(b) Ability to answer questions of those less vvelltinformed than
themselves and to influence unconsciously those less well Ameri-
canizZ(1.

VIII. CONTACT OF AMERICANS WITH ALIENS AND OF ALIENS
WITH AMERICANS.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Being themselves of foreign birth or parentage.
(b) Ilaving friends of foreign birth or parentage.
(c) flaying only distant acquaintances who are of foreign birth or

parentage.

2. Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:

(a) Each one of us knows some people who were not born in the
United States. Where were those whom you know born? Most of
your answers name European countries. There are in this country
a great many people who have themselves come here from Europe,
or whose parents came nut long ago: Why do you suppose they
came? Ask some of those that you know. There will be different
answers from different persons, of course. Some will say they came
to join other members of their families. Yes; but why did the first
of their family come, and why did the family decide to establis a
home 4iere rather than in the country from which it came? Stme
onlimay say, becausiphe could not find work at home; some one else,
because he knew wages.wece higher here; another, that he thought
land was cheaper hero. But why do people want a chance to work,
athance to make higher wages, and.a chance to buy land cheaplyt
Is it not just because they have to make a living, and they want
to make a good living? So all these answers mean that the people who
give them have come to this country for a better chance than they
had in Europe to Make, a good livin2. But we have not yet heard
all the answers that people will make to our question, " Why did
you choose go make your home in'the United States? " Some one will
say that he' wanted a better chance to learn a particular trade or
business; some one else that he wanted to go to a highstichool or
college and thought, he would have more chancs of doing so here, and
another will say that he wanted his children to attend the free
public schools of the United States. And all these answers mean
-that these people came hen.' to 'get a better chance for education.
Most people come here or bring their families here for a better
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"chance tceget one or the other of these two things, a living or an
education. You k w there is a longer word that means much the
same as chance. The ortunity means a chance to have or
to do something good, and one of our great men said: "A mcrica is
another name for opportunity." This must be true else so many ro.
pie would not have come to America in the past, or so many be
coming to-day.

(b) Why are there greater opportunities here than in mane
European countries? The United'States has more land compared
with the number of people, and this gives an opportunity to produce
more foOd and other things that we need, also more roinn for homes'
to be built. But even, more important than Aliat -fa4 is the kind of
government that we have in this countrY4(see VII, under this grade
and under Fourth Grade). You know that our Government is made

up only of the men that we choose at our elections to do work for
us; that is, the work of making our laws alld seeing that they are
carried out. Now, these laws are ma'!e for the very purpose of
giving to everyone in our country the best opportunity that we
know how to give. Of course, we sometimes make *stakes in the
men we elect, and, sometimes, when we elect good men, they make
.mistakes in the laws they pass or in the way they carry them out, but,
'then, we have only t? .elect different men next time and try to get
better laws. We American people may elect the besmen and make
the best laws that we know how to, and that is what we mean by
calling this a democracy, a country ruled by the people. Many of the
European countries also are democracies now; but for a long time
they all had governments that were, not elected by the people and
laws that did not give many opportunities to them. The World
War was fought mainly for this, kDit people of any country might
have a democracy if they wished Wd make for themselves the-sort
of opportunities that we Americans havethe puldIF school, for
instance, the playground that you all enjoy in vacation,' and money .

enough for comfortable homes.
(c) 'There is another wonderful oppoNunity which we Americans

have; that is, the opportunity of helping one another. Of course,
people have this everywhere in the world,'but perhaps we have a
bigger opportunity than can be found anywhere els6; -just because
we have 'such a big country, with so much goodlant a Government
that we maNge ourselves, and so many people who have come together'
from differ t parts of the world. If people who are living together
have the same things and know the same things and ran do the same
things, therp is not so much chance to help one another as there is
when they have and know and can do different things. You know

`how it is at home. One reason that your father is able to help you
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to much is becauie he has:raora money than you ; one reason that
your mother is able to do so many things for you is because she knows
how to do things that you have not 'yet learned to do.; and you are
able to help her because you can do some things better than she can
run quickly on an errand, for instance. It is much like this with the
people living together in this country. Each of us has many chances
to help others just because of the differences among us. 'Sometimes
this chance, comes in a business way. When we were talking about
the vegetables which we raised last year, you remember we found
that if we produced food for ourselves we also helped other people
by lowering the cost of their living. It is the same when we buy dad
sell goods. You know, how it is ~ben two boys swap marbles; if it
is an honest swap, both boys are 'hater off than before. So it is
when one man buys of another; if honest goods are exchanged for'
nn honest price, each man is better off than before, and in helping
himself has really helped the other fellow. Very, very often the
chanej to help comes inLloitig good work for sonic one else. Could'
we go through a single day at home or at school without receiving
many services from other people and giving many to them! (Illus-'
trations from the children's experivice.) Now, if these services are
really well done, whether we are paid for them or not, we have helped
otbers: Best of all, perhaps, the chance often comes to us to lichp
other people to more opportunitiesopportunities to earn more
money, perhaps, or to learn things which they wish to know, or to.,
do things which they wi,sb. to do. (Illustratio from the children's
experience.) This is wroth remembering wh never we see or hear
either of these two words, America and opportunity. '

(d) Though there are so many opportunities for us all in America
and so many people come here for the/cake of these opportunities, it
is true that every year some of the newcomers are disappointed be-
cause they fail to find the opportunities for which they came. Some-
times they do not even realizeihe reason for their disappointment.
They think because they have not found the oppoitunities that there
are none here to find. Let.us see what might be some of the reasons
for a newly arrived hamigrant'S failure to find the, chances that are
here. No matter how well educated he may be or well able, to take
care of himself in his native country, ho does not know where to go .
for work or to learn things in -this country* and he may not find
friends to help him soon enolIgh or he may find bad advisers. Plainly
enough, to know English will be a very great help to him, and yet
he may delay in learning that. T,Ilen when he has been 'here long
enough, to become a citize$ will be anothtr great help, and he may

:neglect to do this. Finally he may, of course, have sickness or other
misfortune, just- as any native American may have. So we see just
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because some people are unwise or unfortunate in their search for
opportunities we must not forget thal, the opportunities are here
and that it is our business to find as many as we can and to help
others to do the same.

(e) In what ways can we in this room help any newcomers in this
city to find the opportunities that America has for them? (Answers
to this question will vary,widely. according to circumstances, but will
probablyInclucle suggestions that members of the class cad ell per
sons whom they know where to find free instruction in Eriglish, and
National, State, or municipal assistance in getting employment and
in becoming naturalized.. Thi, of course, necessitates the teacher's
being well informed as to all such agencies in the given vicinity. It
pis to be hoped that there will be also suggestions of chances for acts
of simple friendliness quite within the children's own province.)'
3. Methods of teaching:

(a) Creating in the schoolrodm and on the playground by every
casual means available an atmosphere of hospitality toward strangers.'

(b) At the 'Christmas season, or at any other appropriate time,
bringing forward, by dramatization or otherwise, interesting or
beautiful customs which prevail in the foreign qountries represented
among the children or their acquaintances.

(c) Reading stories of child life in foreign countries or among*
newcomers in this country.

(d) Correlation with histoiy: "(1) European hero stories which
show conditions af .life and achievements and ideals in different
countries. (2) American he'ro stories which show the best American
standards, achievements, and ideals.

(e) Coniersational lessons.
(f) Composition work : Original stories, biographical or fictitious.
(g) Interchanging courtesies or' friendly services with persons of

different nationality.
4. Results to.be worked for:

(a) A better'mutual understanding between aliens or "new Ameri-
cans" and Americans of longer standing.

ITDe foregoing " interpretation and enlargement " could not be given to children in any
one lesson, nor would It be effective if presented by the " lecture method." Ylere, as Me-
where in this seeles of lessons, the section numbered " 2 " is designed to suggest only
the kind of explanation and information to be given the children. The different trap of
giving. it are in every case suggested under " 8," entitled " Methods of teaching."

Tliis note is interjected here not because this sectien is any exception to the general
plan followed throughout this bulletin (see p. 8), but because it would be partieuktrly
unfortunate in this instance if the fact were overlooked that the genetalised statementsof the text are not intended to be conveyed in that form to the children. Because of the
widely varying conditions involved In the " situation" of " contact with aliens." it
not even attempted here (as has been attempted is some of the sections numbered "2")
to give a remote suggestion of the concrete style appropriate to the " conversational
lesson," which is one method among several for giving the instruction indicated. ,

. 9
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(b) An attitude of openmindedness in social intercourse; that is,
of respect oz tolerance for dress, customs, manners, different from
one's own.

(c) Appreciation of American standards, ideals, and opportunities.
(d) A spirit of service shown in various ways.

IX. PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT OR GIFTS FOR PERSONS WHO
NEED GOOD CHEER OR WRITING LETTERS TO THEM.

See both First Grade and Fourth Grade. under IX (pp. 21, 68), for
suggestion of activities and corresponding lessons appropriate also
to this grade. The older children are, of course, capable if preparing
more elaborate entertainments, writing longer letters, and making
gift§ involving more difficult work; but the purpose and the spirit of
the activities and the accompanying instruction 'remain the same.
Junior Red Cross pamphlet, entitled " Production of Children's Gar-
ments," A. R. C., 409, revised, is useful in showing what garments are
needed for the relief work in Europe, qind how these garments should
be made.

GARDENING AT SCHOOL AND AT HOME.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Writing requests for seed catalogues.
(b) Drawing garden plans to scale.
(c) Choosing. the vegetables and flowers which they wish to raise

and estimating the quantity of seed required.
(d) Writing orders for seed, fertilizer, stakes, etc.
(e) Helping prepare the soil.
(f) Measuring and staking out the gayden plats;
(g) Planting, cultivating, weeding, thinning, transplanting,. water-

ing, protecti* from pests.
(ii; Watching worms, insects, toads, birds, as they live in the

garden or visit it.
(i) Meeting with varying degrees of success or failure in making

plants thrive.'
(j) Picking flowers, for themselves and others.
(k) Gathering early vegetables4for home sables, to give away, and'

o sell.
(1) Preparing vegetables for sale and selling them.

2. Teacher's Interpretation and enlargement:
See X, 2, under both Fourth Grade and Fifth Grade (pp. 70, 88).

The civic lessOns appropriate to this.grade'are of the same character
as those suggested for the two years immeAiateri preceding, and need
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only to be adapted in tone to the age and interest of the older chit.
dren.
3. Methods Id teaching:

See X, 3, undef both Fourth Grate and Fifth Grade (pp. 71, 89).
The work of this grade requires no change in the methods used in
the last two grades; but irr resents new opportunities for useful corre-
lation with other studies; fpr example, forms used in business let
ters and moitIF difficult problems in "commercial arithmetic" than
have before been attempted.

4. Results to be worked for:
(a) For aims of the lessons based on raising flowers, on using them,

and on giving them away, see all results " under X, 4, in both Second
Grade and Fourth Grade (pp. 38, 72).

(b) For aims of the lessons based on preparing vegetables for sale
and selling them, see Fifth Grade, X, 4, c (p. 90).

XI. HAVING YOUNGER CHILDREN TO CARE FOR AT HOME AND
AT SCHOOL.

See Fourth Grade, under XI'(p. 72), for suggestion of the kinds
of work needed in this grade also.

XII. ARRIVAL OF NEW PUPILS OR OF VISITORS TO THE SCHOOL.

The thoughtful reading and discussion of appropriate matter
, found in some elementary text on civics, if connected by the teacher

with the work of previous grades (see Grades Third, Fourth, and
'Fifth under XII, pp. 54, 75, 90), and with the widening experi
ence of the chit n this grade, will be useful, not only inlielping
the children be good hosts and guides to all who are strangers to
their school life, but also in giving them a stronger grasp on the
purpose. of their own work and its bearing on good citizenship.
Reading matter of this sort is to be found, for example, in My Conn.
try, by Grace A. Turkington, Chapter VII, or in The Yoiing Citizen,
by C. F. Dole, Chapter III. '

HAVING THE OPPORTUNITY TO BUY THRIFT STAMPS.

See Fourth Grade and Fifth Grade under XIII (pp.'77,;91).

XIV. SUFFERING DISCOMFORT OR IVONVENIENCE FROM
ILLNESS.

See Fifth Grade, under XIV (p. 91), for matters which need to be
taken up again in this grade, as occasions and opportunities arise, and
which may be reviewed with profit from many different angles, each
suggested by some experience of real interest to the class.
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IV. EXCHANGING WRITTEN MESSAGES, PICTURES, NATURAL OB-
JECTS, AND PRODUCTS OF HANDWORK WITH SCHOOLS IN
OTHER PARTS OF THIS COUNTRY AND IN OTHER COUNTRIES.

1. Children's experiences and observations:
(a) Visiting public institutions of the city and studying their uses

(see III, p. 07) ; considering what lends beauty to the city (see V,
p. 99) ; taking part in recreations (sec IV, p. 98) ; hearing and
reading American hero stories (see VIII, 3, d, (2), p. 104).

(b) Making nature study and geography expeditions, working in
the garden (see X, p. 105) ; having classroom lessons on these subjects.

2.Teacher's interpretation and enlargement:

(a) These children of another city, with whom we are correspond-
ing, are sure to have certain public buildings like our own; that is,
used for the same purposes. They may look different and even have
different names, but the work done in them is like the work done
in ours, for no city could carry on its life 'without them. Can you
tell which these buildings are? Wouldn't it be interesting to ex-
change with these children post cards showing pictures of such
buildings in our city and in theirs? If we were to make
a scrapbook to show our friends across the water some of the attrac-
tive things about our city, what streets, what buildings, what
statues, etc., would you choose to have pictured in it? Shall we
start such a collection of pictu1-es? Do you not think we
could make up a series of post cards that would illustrate the favor-
ite American sports and would be interesting to these children of
whose sports we have been reading? Who are some of the
great Americans whom you would like to have known by boys and
girls in every country? If we could decide on a few of these whom
you admire most, could find good pictures of them, and could write
in two or three sentences the reason for our admiration, we should
have a present worth sending to the children of - School,
should we not?

(b) This State is one of those noted for its great variety of trees.
How many do you already know of'those that grow right around
here? How do you recognize each? Let us start a list to-day and
add to it as we learn to recognize new ones. Wouldn't the children
in -School in Kansas be interested in this,list which is growing
so long? If we could send a " snapshot " of each tree, or a pressed
leaf from each, it would make the list more interesting still. Now,
if this is to represent the trees of this part of our State, it won't do
to include any imported ones, so we shall have to look up the%
names in' some book that gives all the trees native to this region.

We had such good success with our corn this year that
perhaps the children of - School would like some of it for
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seed, and perhaps they would be willing to send us seed from some
thing with which they had particularly goodsuccess.

3. Methods of teaching:
See Fifth Grade XV, 3 a to c, p. 94.

4. Results to be worked for:
See Fifth Grade XV. 4, a to d, p. 94.

4

XVI. TAKING PART IN GOVERNING AND BEING GOVERNED AT
SCHOOL, AT HOME, AND IN THE COMMUNITY.

1. Children's Experiences and Observations:
(a) Being fully conscious of the existence of school laws, some of

which they may have helped to make.
(b) Recognizing that games are played by rules or laws and that

they may modify these.
(c) Being conscious of the existence of family regulations or laws,

some of which they may have helped to make.
(1) Being aware of the existence of city 9rdinances or laws con-

nected with the departments of health, lire, streets, and police.
(e) Being acquainted with a few laws of the State, but not under.

.standing fully by what authority these laws exist.
(f) Knowing a few laws of the United States,.but not understand.

ing fully by wlt, authority they exist and not distinguishing them
from State or city laws.

(g) Obeying most of these laws, occasionally breaking some of
them, knowing that others break them.

(h) Often feeling that a law is a restraint upon them, a hindrance
to doing what they please.
2. Teacher's Interpretation and Enlargement.

(a) Why we need to have laws: To keep ourselves from getting
too much in one 0.11 other's way, that is, from interfering with one
another. Examples: A family rule, that one 'small child must not
take away the playthings belonging to another ; school rules, those
that regulate the fire drill or keep rooms quiet for study; a game
rule, that no one must play after the umpire blows his whistle;
city regulation, that drivers of vehicles must 'n to the right; a
State law, that no one must injure another or take his property; a
United Stiii6s law, that no one shall interfere with the carrying of the
mail or sh0 send out for sale food that is not pure.

(b) Why we could not keep ourselves from rfering with one
another without the help of laws. Most of us, thong , n the whole,
well intentioned, are at times careless about our neighbo *ghts.

(Concrete illustrations from the children's experience.) Some of 145
are ignorant in many ways, and all of us are ignorant in at least a
few ways, about the consequences of acts which may interfere with
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others (examples within the children's experience). Some of us are
selfish enough to prefer our own comfort and convenience to that of
others (examples within the children's observation). A few people,
whom we call criminals, are selfish to the extreme point of trying to
get what they want, or to have their own way, no matter how much
others are injured by their acts; Becaute of all these reasons we need
laws to prevent certain things from being done.

(c) Another reason why we need laws: To make it possible for
all of us, working together, to do and to have more things than any
one of us could do or have if dependent on himself alone. Examples:
A State law that we shall have schools, a city ordinance thatove shall
have a public playground, a United States law that disabled soldiers
shall be supported by the country.

(d) By whom these laws are made; For the home, by the father
and mother. somet\imes helped by the older children. For the school,
by the school board, the superintendent, the principal, the teachers,
and some of them, especially regarding conduct in classroom and
playground, by the children themselves. For the cif: State, and
Nation, by the different sets of men whom we elect to do the work'
and who are called our representatives (in. the city, mayor and coun-
cil; in the State, governor and legislature; in the Nation, President
and Congress).

k) By whom these laws are carried out : Most ofllies time all
on who are not criminals; also by officers, from the President down,
who are elected or appointed to give their whole time to this impor-
tant work.

(f) What we are able to do through wise laws: Live together com-
fortably, with more liberty ; that is, having more and doing more
than we could haVe or do without such laws.

8. Methods of teaching:
(a) Letting the children have some share in making school rules.
(b) Helping them to carry qn some organization of their own, in

which they can exercise considerable initiativea school ,league Or
club, a .1tinfor Hed Cross Auxiliary, or the like.

(c) Showing them on ninny occasions that the teacher and others
in authority are also subject to law, and not unwillingly so.

'(d) Playing games with them and helping them to uphold the
rules and to improve them.

(e) Conversational lessons.
(f) Class reading a #discussion of appropriate portions of a suit-

able elementary text book in civics; for example, Chapters XIII
and XIV. of My Country, by Grace A. Turkington, or Chapters IX,
XXI, and XXII of The Young Citizen, by C. F. Dole.
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4. Results to be'worked for:
(a) A little nontechnical information about the making of city,

-State, and national laws.
(b) A feeling that law aid liberty nre not opposed.
(c) The beginning of an understanding that laws in a democracy

are the means by which we cooperate to secure protection and ok
portunities for ourselves and others.

(d) The desire to cooperate through law.
(e) The practice of cooperating through law.

O
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